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REFLECTIONS OF YESTERDAY

Reflections of the past step through the mirror of yesterday
into our todays and tomorrows.
the way we were
the way we are •
the way we wi 11 be • • •

Reflective thinking processes patterns of yesterday into
the realities of today and the hopes for tomorrow.
Reflections of yesterday
appear in
the mirror of today
and shine into
the mists of tomorrow.
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Why learn about local history?
A unit on local hi story is of great value in that:
• it scales down the content and process of historical studies. A
small segment of the world is easier to understand than the whole
continental landform or a large political division.
• 1ocal hi story can be

close at hand .

interpreted through use of objects and people
Local hi story has less of an abstract quality.

·local history is more relevant
more interesting to students.

to students' live s and

frequently

• once the processes of historical analysis are understood, they can
be applied to other pieces of content in the soc ial sciences.
What is the scope of a local history unit?
The scope and sequence chart included with this unit plan provides the
topics for 27 separate les sons.
Each of those lesso ns i s distinctly
separate and may be arranged in any order by the teacher.
Each may be
approached separately or in c~nbination with other lessons.
For example,
the information obtained in the analy sis of viewpoints oral history lesson
can be charted in the document les son focusing on that skill.
·The unit plans as a whole form a framework or a structure for the
process1ng of locally available historical information.
·The lessons used individually introduce st udents to the process of
dealing with local history content in 27 ways.
·The community provides the physical,
content of local hi story infonnation.

oral,

printed,

and visual

Each available source of infonnation (buildings, people, hooks, letters,
maps, etc.) is an example of a form of media with a mes sage.
Students
learning to view such objects with an inquiring attitude ask:
•
•
•
•

Why
How
Who
Why

was/is it?
was/is it used?
created it and why?
is it here now?

The historic message fr~ each source of information must be analyzed and
integrated to provide a whole picture of the community's history.

vii

A teacher may choose the sequence of lessons based on the following considerations:
• Level of student capability. Level one lessons are
complicated concepts and use simplified strategies.
• Skills students need to learn. Focus
develop needed thinking skills.

based on less

on the lessons which will

• Available resources. The quantity and quality of collected items
and available experiences needs to be considered.
• Product of unit study. Some product (such as a fair, a program, a
report, a play, a display) may be the desired final outcome which
will be of real service to the community. The product can be
planned or may evolve as a result of one or a combination of
several lessons which aid student analysis and interpretation of
local historical information.
Where and how is the content located?
The location of resources is a valuable process for students to learn. It
is not solely the responsibility of the teacher; it is a shared responsibility which raises students• awareness of the historic value in places,
people and objects which they have taken for granted.
Lessons in GENERALIZATION I deal with places and buildings which exist in
the community.
During some of those lessons students can begin to search
for and make contact with other sources of information.
Students may obtain copies of old letters, diaries, newspapers, pictures Quantity is not important.
anything in print from some community source.
In fact, it is better to have xerox copies of one page which can be
handled than to see the whole from an untouchable, unreadable distance.
Field trips to sources of information and classroom visits by community
members can be arranged cooperatively with students and teacher.
Another useful item to collect is travel literature from other communities
which emphasize historic sites.
Such materials are written on high
interest levels in order to attract tourists to visit the area.
Their
utility in a 1ocal hi story unit is as a model.
Students 1earn the hiStorie value of their own community and learn to communicate about it in
high interest levels.
Something to Consider. The nature of the resource decides which lesson to
use.
The process of locating, analyzing and interpreting that resource
may result in greater impact on learning than the content of that resource.
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REFLECTIONS "· YESTERDAY
Local History: Scope and Sequence

GENERALIZATI ON 1:
(Content emphasis:
preting maps)

geography; skill emphasis:

11~ "1ories

t he

of peopLe
of the

hi sto ~d

Level Three
Activities

Site Location

Community Patterns

Connectivity

Migration

Choices

Value of Something
Old

Reasons for
r~ seuc.1 s

Historic Preservat i on

Purposes in
Remembering

Types of Sharinq

creating and inter-

Econ~ni c

Effects

a,.e ,.esou ,.ces i n e...-pl.::tining
com~ni ty.

(Content emphas i s: sociology and psychology;
cording and analyzing oral information)

sk i ll emphasis:

re-

Subtopic 1
People share 1nemori es for different reasons.

Value of

Subtopic ?.
Each individual carries a different memory of a single event.
Subtopic 3
Collected n-emories provide valuable information for analysis of
previous period of time.

GENERALIZATION Ill:

Level Two
Activities

Bu iLdi ngs and ar tifac t s are resou rces explaini ng
t he his to ~d of a community.

Subtopic 1
Objects, large and small, tell a story of the past in their purpose and their plac~nent.
Subtopic 2
The growth and decline of population in a place has an effect
upon the number, use, and plac~nent of objects.
Subtopic 3
The viewpoint of the owner is a deciding factor in determining
whether or not an object has value.

GENERALIZATION I I:

Level One
Activities

:~emory

Se 1ect i ve Memory

Contrasting 11emory

Sequence of Events

Cause-Effect
Relationships

Conflicting

r~emory

Analysis of
Viewpoints

Documen t s 2re resou,.ces i n explaining the hi st o ~d of a community.

(Content emphasis:
political science; skill emphasis:
and interpreting visual and written messages)

creating

Subtopic 1
Publ i shed and private accounts of events are written for different purposes and therefore, appear in many forms.
Subtopic 2
Visuals provide information about life and values of people who
lived in the past.
Subtopic 3
Visuals can be created from historical accounts; written accounts can be created fran visuals .
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Diaries and Letters

Advertisements

Newspapers

Pictures and
Photograhs

Yellow Pages

Cartoons

Time line

Chamber of Commerce
Literature

Charts and
Graphs

REFLECTIONS OF YESTERDAY

Goals
Knowledge

Students wi 11 1earn that:

• Events of the past leave clues behind to help people understand the
thoughts, ideas and decisions made in earlier years.
• Clues to past events appear in many forms --buildings, artifacts,
orally shared memories and documents.
• Objects, memories, and documents are preserved by owners who value
them because they are unique or are linked to the past in a way
which makes them significant to the individual or group.
• Some specific facts are significant in explaining
of their community.
Skills

the development

Students will increase their ability to:

·Extract pertinent information
oral sources.

from a variety of

Arrange information in patterns which aid
effect, sequence, point-of-view.

visual, print and

analysis, such as cause-

• Reason deductively in the search for effects of community decisions
on personal 1i ves.
Reason inductively in the search for effects
on community 1 ife.
Attitudes

of personal decisions

Students will experience activities which lead to:

• Empathy with opinions and feelings of older folk.
Valuing buildings, objects, sites and oral memories
their link to the interpretation of the past.
• A sense of continuity of life in that decisions of the
activities of today and tomorrow.

X

because of
past affect

TERMS INTRODUCED IN REFLECTIONS OF YESTERDAY

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 1, Level One
site location:

decisions for placement of community and buildings

central business district or GBD:

center of retail commerce

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 1, Level Two
commerical district:

business area

residential district:

area of homes

industrial district :

factory area

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 1, Level Three
connections:

contacts between communities through trade,
communication and transportation

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 2 , Level One
population:

number of community residents

migration:

movement of people

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 2, Level Three
economic activity:

the manner in which community members earn a
1i vi ng

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 3, Level One
valued objects:

items desired or wanted for one reason or another
by individuals or groups

GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 3, Level Three
preservation:

the retaining of a valued object in its original or
restored condition

xi

GENERALIZATION II, Subtopic 2, Level One
pessimist:

person with qloomy outlook

optimist:

person with cheerful or hopeful outlook

GENERALIZATION III, Subtopic 1, Level Two
classified advertisement:
wholesale:
retail:

ads categorized by subject

large quantity sales

individual sales of items in small quantitites

xii

GENERALIZATION I
Buildings and artifacts are resources
In explaining the history of a community.

Subtopic 1 Objects, large and small, tell
purpose and placements.
Level One:
Site Location
Level Two:
Community Patterns
Level Three:
Connections

a story

of the · past

Subtopic 2 The growth and decline of population in a place has
upon the number, use and placement of objects.
Level One:
Migration
Level Two:
Choices
Level Three:
Economic Effects of Migration
Subtopic 3
Level
Level
Level

in their

an effect

An object's 11 va lue 11 depends upon the vi ewpoi n of the owner.
One:
Value of Something Old
Two:
Reasons for Museums
Three:
Historic Preservation

REFLECTIONS OF YESTERDAY

GENERALIZATION I Buildings and artifacts are resources in explaining the
history of a community.
Subtopic 1 Objects, large and small, tell
purpose and placement.

a story of the past

in their

Rationale Buildings and artifacts are silent reminders of the plans and
fulfilled dreams of a previous period of time.
The exploration of this
subtopic helps students interpret messages of form and function through
investigation of building design and placement.
Students learn that both
architectural design decisions and geographical site location decisions
are dependent on the intended function of the building.
Changes in traffic patterns and technology cause changes in building functions.
Building design is adapted for new functions.
The existence of
old buildings used in new ways is evidence of community change.
Planned and unplanned settlement patterns show areas of business and residential use.
Industrial areas and recreational areas are also parts of
most communities. At some point in development, community members usually
pass zoning laws to restrict types of land use to specific areas.
The level of connectivity between the local community and distant places
has a significant impact upon the economy and social life of the community. Isolated communities experience change less rapidly.

Level One:

Site Location

Summary This lesson moves from simple concrete examples within the
classroom to the identification of larger concrete examples within the
In the final step, students analyze the larger, more abstract
community.
decision of original site location for •their community.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• State that manufactured and constructed
purpose in mind.
• Explain that the function of an object
design and location of an object.

objects were built with a
frequently

dictates the

• Apply the knowledge about function, form, and location of objects
to an analysis of buildings and artifacts in their community.
• Define site location and central business district (or CBD).

3

Suggested Time
Steps 1- 5:
Steps 6-10:

1 hour
2-5 hours

Materials/Equipment
Pencil or chalk
Table or bulletin board
Street map of community
Procedure
1.

Ask students to consider the objects around then and explain that
each one tells a silent story of its use.
Use a simple object
such as a pencil or chalk as an example. Ask students to explain
its purpose and then ask them to explain facts about its shape
and construction which help it serve that purpose.
(A pencil or
chalk fits between a person•s fingers and has a soft part which
rubs off on a surface.)
Ask students if a pencil or chalk in a
spherical shape would be useful. How would they hold a spherical
pencil?

2.

Point out that the example the students worked with (pencil or
chalk) is an example of all the objects around them.
Each student desk is designed to serve a function.
Furthermore, the
shape of the desk has an effect on the way a student uses it.
A
connected chair is used differently than a two-piece desk and
chair.
Ask students to think of other examples.
Use this concept of the relationship between design and function to analyze
any historical artifacts to which students have access.

3.

Explain that the school building itself was designed for a function and its design has shaped that function.
Separate rooms
were built for separate classes.
And because the walls are
between the classes, students in different classes work separately.
On the other hand, open space classrooms invite movement
between groups.

4.

Ask students about the placement of their school in the community.
Why do they think it is located in that spot? Has the
neighborhood changed since the school was built? Sometimes
schools are placed on donated land or the only available land in
an area.
Are their homes near the school? Since the purpose of
the building is to educate children, decisions about its design
and placement were probably both made with needs of children in
mind.

5.

Ask students to name other kinds of buildings in their community.
List the types of buildings on the board and ask students to
explain the purpose for each--stores, restaurants, courthouse,
library, fire department, etc.
4

6.

Use a bulletin board or a table top for a simplified map of the
streets in the community's central business district.
The map
should be as simple or as complicated as your student's level of
map skill achievement.
As students identify buildings in their
community from memory or data gathered on a field trip, they can
fill in the map with photographs or pictures or models of each
place.
Note:
It is not necessary to identify every building.
Choose promfnent structures of different types.
If dates appear
on buildings, point them out to students.

7.

Ask students why they think each building was placed in its
current location.
Consider traffic patterns and point out that
stores are clustered so that if people go to one store they are
near others who also want their business.
Point out central
locations of some public buildings.
If the library or such is
isolated, find out why.
Have students ask the people housed in
the structure why the original choice of location was made.

8.

Help students contrast the appearance of different types of
buildings.
Since the building was constructed to perform a
specific function, does it do the job?

9.

Look for buildings whose function has changed since they were
built.
Old gas stations with two posts supporting the extended
Contrast that structure with a newer
roof are ideal examples.
one performing the function for which the old one was built.
What changes in technology and lifestyle caused the changes in
building use and design?

10.

When students have experienced the analysis of "why there?" and
"what for?" questions for buildings in their community, help
them analyze the total community in the same way.
Why is it
located in this particular spot and what is its purpose? The
original site location decision was probably made because of
something in the area--a railroad, a river, farms a crossroad.
The purpose was probably also related to one of those features-servicing farmers, the trains, the ships, and serving as a trading area between local and distant people.

Level Two:

Community Patterns

Summary This lesson provides for student investigation of the development of land use patterns in their community.
Students recall their own
experiences and map areas of specific types as identified.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

·Define and
tricts.

identify commerical, residential

and

industrial dis-

• Identify patterns within commerical and residential districts.
• Review past and project future patterns of development.
5

Suggested Time
Step 1-6:
Step 7:
Step 8-10:

1-2 hours
2 hours
2-3 hours

Materials/Equipment
Map of community
Procedure
1.

Ask students where in their community they would go to a) buy
things, or b) see homes.
Point out to students that most of the
stores in the community are in a separate area from the area
where homes have been built.

2.

Teach these terms: commercial district, residential district and
industrial district.
Ask students to describe the location of
one or more of each of the three types of districts found in
their community.
(Some communities do not have industrial districts which contain factories, but they may have a grain 11 elevator where farmers sell their produce.
Such centers are i ndust ry" for the community.)

3.

Have students draw a map of the community showing major streets
(or get one from the Chamber of Commerce).
Help students label
or color key the commercial, residential and industrial districts.

4.

Ask students why the commercial district contains most of the
stores in the community.
Point out that stores benefit from being close together because people come to one area in the mood to
buy.
Customers move easily from one business to another.
Help
students locate the central business district and write CBD on
their maps.
In some communities, the CBD has shifted over the
years. If so, ask students why that has happened.

5.

If students have been to a nearby shopping mall, ask them to
describe the difference between a mall and a CBD.
(The location
at the edge of town makes cost of building less expensive, and
there is more parking space for customers. Malls can be built at
a distance because people have cars to get to them.)

6.

Have students name the stores they remember at shopping malls.
Point out the larger stores (such as Woolco, Sears, J.C. Penney,
etc.) are the drawing points for customers who drive to a mall.
Such large stores are placed strategically at opposite ends of
malls so that customers browse past smaller stores and frequently
Some small stores (such as candy, stastop to shop there, too.
tionery and ice cream) succeed best in high pedestrian traffic
areas.
6

7.

Ask students to contrast and compare the location of stores in
the CBD and a shopping rna 11. Some students may wish to try a
brief research project.
Have separate groups of students stand
at different locations in the business district and count pedestrians for one ten minute period. Then have them compare notes
and place a marker on their map for the highest level of pedestrian traffic.
What kinds of businesses are located near that
spot? What reason is there for high volumes of traffic? Explain
that this is the type of research that large businesses conduct
before selecting a location for a new store.

8.

Help students analyze the residential districts in relation to
the business and industrial districts.
Note the location of gas
stations, small grocery stores, schools, and parks which serve
residential areas.
Have students compare and contrast architectural styles, street patterns and distances from the CBD in old
and new residential areas.

9.

Can the students guess if their community was planned or just
grew? If there an overall plan or patterns . of north-south, eastwest streets and a CBD in the center or do the streets ramble
along a river bank. Help students find out about early community
planning.

10.

Ask students to speculate on future areas of growth in their community.
Help them locate such areas on their maps and give
reasons to support their guesses.
If aey information about
zoning or planning is available, share it with students.

Level Three:

Connections

Summary This lesson provides opportunity for students to analyze the
levels and the types of connection between their community and other communities in and out of the state during the growth of their community.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

·Define COnnections as a geographic term.
11

List ways
world.

11

in which their community is connected

to others in the

Explain ways in which trade between their community and another
community benefit both populations.
·Determine that distance can be measured in other ways than miles or
meters.

7

Suggested Time
Steps 1-4:
Steps 5-8:

1 hour
4-10 hours

Materials/Equipment
World map
Local products
String or yarn
Optional materials gathered in oral history lessons (GENERALIZATION
II) and documents lessons (GENERALIZATION II) which refer to
memories or printed material or visuals about transportation and
communication in the community.
Procedure
1.

Ask students to look around the room and see the things they
Where did they all come from? Help them make guesses
have.
about some things and search for information about sources of
other things .
For example, books show place of publication,
shirts and blouses sometimes have tags in the necks telling where
(Most clothes manufactured in the u.s. were
they were produced.
sewn in New York.)

2.

Explain to students that their community is connected to many
other communities by trade.
Things available for purchase in
local stores come from places all around the world.

3.

Ask each student to look for an item in or out of the classroom
which was grown or made outside of their community.
Help them
identify the source of their chosen items on a world map and
connect the location to the site of their local community with
string or yarn.
If the students' community produces something
which is sold in a distant place, help them research the method
of production, points of its delivery, and also its cost to the
consumer.
What effect does that distant market have upon the
livelihood of people living in their community?

4.

Point out that there are other ways in which their community is
connected to other places.
Ask if they know how.
Both communication and transportation technology tie their community by
direct or indirect contact to the rest of the world.

5.

Help students plot travel time from their community to other communities. Make a list such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

(community in the same county)
(state capital)
(small community on opposite side of state)
Chicago
Omaha
New York
London
San Francisco
8

l

Have students find out the fastest way to travel from their
community to each of the listed places. Include time for all
modes of travel--car and plane, etc.
Students will find that
they may be closer in time to Chicago by plane than a place in
their own state which lacks flight connections.
To emphasize
this point ask them to rearrange the list of distant places in
order according to closest in terms of travel time.
Some artistically creative students may wish to draw a map which illustrates distance in travel time as opposed to mileage.
6.

Some students may wish to check local newstands and/or neighbors
to determine their source of printed news. Some people read only
the local paper, whereas others read some from distant communities. What's the difference?
Why should people read about what
people say or do somewhere else?

7.

Students may have already discussed the fact that by telephone
and television, they can receive word about the rest of the world
much more quickly than people who lived in their community in the
past.
Ask how those people who first settled the community were
in contact with other places.
Was it important that they have a
connection with other places? Why? How did travel in earlier
years of the community differ?
What kinds of roads, railroads,
or river travel was available?

8.

Help students review ways in which their community is connected
to others now and in the past and the importance of those connections to both their communities and other communities.

Note: This activity relates well to that found in GENERALIZATION III,
Subtopic 1, Level Three:
Newspapers and also to the activity found in
GENERALIZATION III, Subtopic 2, Level Two.

9

GENERALIZATION I Buildings and
hi story of a community.

artifacts are

resources

explaining the

Subtopic 2 The growth and decline of population in a place has an effect
upon the number, use and placement of objects.
Rationale Migration decisions of populations have an effect on the
growth and decline of a community.
Most people decide to move to avoid a
bad situation and/or to seek better conditions. What is 11 better11 for some
people may be 11 Worse 11 for others, therefore decisions to move are personal
ones.
A migrant's original culture and reason for moving contribute to
the ability of the newcomer to retain, change and adjust ideas from those
held in the former home area.
Buildings and artifacts are the concrete evidence of cultural ideas and
economic opportunity. Although such things have great similarities, their
individual unique designs provide clues to the decisions made by the
people who built the community.
This type of activity can grow into an involved search into students'
families' roots which may or may not be of interest to all children. Such
activities can be awkward for children adjusting to current or past family
problems.
The focus of these activities is on the effect of migration
decisions on a community. The revelation of personal family decisionmaking may or may not be a part of these activities depending on how much
students wish to volunteer.

Level One:

Migration

Summary Students will identify places in the world where their ancestors
lived before deciding to move to the 1oca 1 community.
They wi 11 a 1so
consider the location and type of buildings first constructed in the
community.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Define population and migration
• Identify last place of residence of some community members
• State reasons why people migrate
Identify the earliest settlement
the community
Suggested Time
Steps 1-2:
Steps 3-5:

2-3 hours
2-3 hours
10

area and/or oldest

buildings in

Materials/Equipment
Ma ps : s t ate , U•S • , wo r 1d
Yarn and pins for lines
Information about population in the community over time
Procedure
1.

Introduce students to the concept of mobility by asking them to
count the numbers of times they have moved during their lifetimes.

2.

Ask each student to find out where his or her family lived before
coming to the community.
Help them map their responses.
This
can be done on a bulletin board with three maps--one of the
state, one of the United States and one of the world.
Place a
dot on the map for the site of family origin and stretch a yarn
line to the community.
Label the line with the student's name.
The maps can be more complicated if each child includes more than
one family member (mother's and father's family) and if each
child includes more than one move.
Base limitation decisions on
age and capabilities of students.

3.

Point out .that each line on the bulletin board maps represent a
decision made by an adult usually to leave one community and come
to another.
Help students define the term "migration" in terms
of their visual plotting of migration to their community.

4.

Define the term "population" and help students find out the population of their community now and every census year preceding the
present.
Does the information show growth or decline or both?
What trends appear? Help students find reasons for the trends.

5.

Raise these questions with the students: What do people do when
they come to a new community? Where do they work? Where do they
live? How do their former homes, traditions and values affect
their life and their decisions in the new community?

6.

Using local information, point out the place in the community
where the first homes and businesses were built.
How has the
area changed since then?
Are those same buildings there or has
the area changed so that the same land is used for something
else?
Help students realize that people who move to a community
usually require two things--a home and a job.
In some situations, such as on a farm, the two are located in the same place.
If the
Sometimes, the location of one or the other changes.
business district has changed or the residential district has
changed in the community over the years, help students locate the
old and the new and understand why the move has occurred.
Explain that this too, is a migration of sorts.
11

Level Two:

Choices

Summary Alternative choices are considered by students as they review
decisions made by the people who settled and by those who presently live
in their community.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

·State that people in their community life and/or work there because
of decisions made by those people to come or to stay.
• Review pros and cons about their community and identify changeable
factors.
Identify general reasons why people choose to live in a community
and some specific reason why people choose to live in their
community.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-4:
Steps 5-7:

1 hour
2- 5 hours

Materials/Equipment
Information about the
community•s early settlers
Procedure
1.

Introduce the concept of "choice" by asking students if they like
where they 1 ive.
What do they 1 ike or dislike about their community? List their pro and con ideas on the board in two separate columns.
Frequently, people like a community for the same
reason that others dislike the same place.
For example, some
students may 1 ike the community because it •s srna 11 and others may
want to live in a bigger place.
Point out the differences in
their attitudes and emphasize that there is no single place that
will make everyone happy.
As an adult, each will be able to
choose where they wish to live.

2.

Point out that each adult who lives in the community made a
choice in their lifetime to come or to stay.
Coming to this
community may have been a decision by that adult or an adult in a
p revi ou s generation.

3.

Refer again to the two lists on the board and ask which of the
things they dislike about their community could be changed.
Ask
students to make their own like and dislike lists. Do the things
they like make them want to stay? Or do the things they dislike
outweigh the things they like?
Explain that their feelings will
change and so will the community as they grow older.
I
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4.

Raise these questions with the students: Why did people choose
to come here originally? What was there in the area that they
1i ked? What might they have disliked? Ask students who remember
moving to share the way they felt at the time.
Did they want to
come or was it hard to leave old friends?
Help them imagine the
feelings of the first people who came to their community.

5.

Have students explore reasons for the establishment of their community and write "like" and "dislike" lists as they empathize
with early settlers• hopes and disappointments.

6.

Ask students to consider the choices made by the first settlers
and succeeding generations.
Each made a choice to leave things
Help them identify physias they found them or to change them.
Probably people
cal evidence of the decisions made in the past.
disliked muddy streets, so they were paved; others may have
settled for less expensive gravel. Street paving is an example
of a collective decision, but they may find examples of local
individual decisions too.

7.

Review with students the ways in which decisions based on choices
have affected their community.
Ask them what choices are available to the community now. Any local controversy may be suitable
to discuss at this point as an example of how decisions made now
will affect their community in the future.

Note: This
lesson relates well to GENERALIZATION III, Subtopic 3, Level
Two: Champber of Commerce Literature.

Level Three:

Economic Effects of Migration

Summary The interrelationship of the community economic
patterns are investigated by students.
Objectives

and migration

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Define "economic activity."
List economic activities important in the local community.
• Analyze the effect of migration patterns upon the local community.
• Decribe the effect
community.

of spending by the local

Suggested Time
Steps 1-4:
Steps 5-6:

2 hours
2-3 hours
13

population within the

Materials/Equipment
Map of community
Information about
time

community economics and population over period of

Procedure
1.

Introduce students to a discussion of the community's economy by
asking them to list ways in which local people earn money. Write
their responses on the board.
(Although student responses will
reflect the careers of their parents and neighbors, it isn't
necessary to ask directly about their jobs.)

2.

Help students categorize their listed responses
and in-town jobs.

3.

Identify in-town job sites on map of community. Which are in the
industrial district? the comrnerical district? or the residential district?
Explain that some communities are "bedroom
communities" in that people sleep there but commute to a different community for their job. Ask students to consider how this
daily "migration" affects both communities.

4.

Point out that large businesses and industries choose to build
their plants in a community which can supply a work force.
Iowa
is noted for a stable work force with low absentism and low turnover rates.
Help students analyze the local availability of a
labor force over time.
Did people move to the area when industries opened? How has the migration in or out of the community
been affected by the opening or closing of industries in the
area?

5.

Perhaps a local banker or business person could be interviewed by
class members to learn about the effects of the local economy on
migration and vice-versa.
A personnel officer from a local
industry may have interesting information to share about hiring
trends.
Help the class formulate questions which will result in
obtaining the kind of information that will be useful in explaining the interrelationship of the local economic and population
statistics.

6.

Ask students to consider a community without industry (perhaps
their community is an example).
How does high employment and/or
high farm yield affect community businesses? Point out that even
if people earn their money in another community, the local
community benefits if they spend their money locally.

14

by out-of-town

GENERALIZATION I Buildings and
history of a community.
Subtopic 3

artifacts are

resources

explaining the

An object's "value" depends upon the viewpoint of the owner.

Rationale Buildings that were constructed in a different era remind
That past may be preserved or rejected, as people
people of the past.
make individual and collective decisions about the buildings in their
community.
"Old" is a relative term which has little and varied meaning for the very
young.
Furthermore, modern American society tends to be youth-oriented,
placing little regard on something or someone "old."
"Old" and "no good"
are not synomous terms.
Old buildings and objects are valued because they are unique or represent
The memory may be of a time in the past or of an
a memory of the past.
important person or event from the past.
Both statues and cemeteries are
good ex amp 1es.

Level One:

Value of Something Old

Summary Students analyze the age and value of objects according to their
own personal and community values.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• State that the "va 1ue" of an object or bu i 1ding is based on one of
two basic reasons: unique quality or representation of past.
Point out objects
"value."

or buildings

in their community which

have

• Create a chart of infonnation about valued objects or buildings in
community.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-3:
Steps 4:
Steps 5-6:

1 hour
1 hour

2-3 hours

Materials/Equipment
Information about older buildings in community
Procedure
1.

'

Introduce the concept of old objects retaining value by asking
students if they can think of the oldest thing they own. Encourage a discussion about old toys and clothes or other things that
may have been handed down through generations of family members.
15

2.

As students describe their "old" possessions ask if "old" means
it's ready to be thrown away.
What kinds of things get better
with age? Do students have different feelings when describing
something that is "good old (teddy bear)" as opposed to the
"dirty old (teddy bear)?"

3.

Ask students if they know which buildings are the oldest in their
community.
(They may have learned that in a previous lesson.)
Do some buildings look older because they need paint and haven't
been cared for in years? Help students recognize the difference
between something that looks old and something that is old.

4.

Visit an antique and/or used furniture store in town. Or ask a
dealer or someone knowledgeable in refinishing furniture to visit
the class with "before and after" samples of objects which have
been refinished.
Guide students in asking what kinds of objects
are "worth" refinishing and keeping.
Point out that an object,
statue, or building may have value for a number of reasons, but
basically because it is either somehow different or represents
memories of the past.

5.

If the community has a cemetery
might visit and make rubbings.

6.

If the community has any historic homes open to the public, take
the class there for a field trip.
Whether or not such a field
trip is feasible, ask students to look for something that is both
old and considered to be of value by someone. Then help students
create a chart for the bulletin board that explains the value of
The chart should have the folold objects in their community.
lowing headings:
Object or Building

with old tombstones,

Location

Note:
This activity relates well to that found
Subtopic 3, Level Three: Charts and Graphs.
7.

students

Reason for Value
in GENERALIZATION

III,

Students may wish to add the numbers of the object-statues,
cemeteries or bu i 1dings on their chart to the map of the commun ity they created in an earlier lesson.
The chart then becomes a
key for the map in locating old, valued buildings and objects in
their community.

Level Two:

Reasons for Museums

Summary Students examine the value of collected items and consider items
that would contribute knowledge about their community •s hi story.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:
16

• State reasons why items are collected and saved.
• State the value
others.

or purpose

in examining collections

belonging to

Create a list of items unique to their community's history.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-6:
Steps 7-8:

2-3 hours
2-3 hours

Materials/Equipment
Museum
Student collections
Books for collectors
Procedure
1.

Introduce the concept of museum collections by asking students if
they collect things themselves--stamps, butterflies, rocks, etc.
Ask students to share samples from their collections and explain
their interest in such items to the rest of the clas.

2.

As students explain their reasons for collecting, listen for (and
point out later) their statements about the pleasure of acquiring
a new item and the joy of seeing their collection get bigger and
better.

3.

As students show or describe items from their co 11 ect ions, make
note of their references to uniqueness and/or beauty.
Later,
remind the class of those statements and write a list of reasons
why items are collected.
They are desirable because they are:
1) different, 2) attractive, 3) a reminder of a person, an event,
or a period of time.
Most children's collections do not have
examples of category #3.
If this is true among your students,
provide some examples. Ask if they would keep the autograph of a
famous person in sports or pop music.

4.

Ask students to consider who besides the collector thinks such a
collection is of interest.
Point out that some collections are
valuable in monetary terms because many other people around the
world value the same qualities in the same objects or types of
objects.
Show students one or more examples of books for
collectors which describe collection methods and picture unique
items of high quality.

5.

Be sure to point out that a collection may have little or no
monetary value but still be very precious to the owner because it
represents an area of interest.
17

6.

He 1p students identify what they can 1earn from ex ami ni ng a
collection.
Remind the class that they learned more about other
students when the collections were shared or described and that
the class also learned about the content of the collections which
told them something about their past or present world.

7.

If a local historical nuseum is available, arrange a visit for
the class and help students explain reasons why some of the
collected items are cared for at the museum. Students might also
enjoy learning about some of the collections at the state capital
or at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C.
Some students might read about famous museum collections in the encyclopedia.

8.

Whether or not a local museum is available, ask students to make
a list of pertinent items which would make a good historical
The
statement about the people and events in their community.
items can be real or imagined. For example:
Wouldn•t it be interesting to have:
• an arrowhead or a tool made by a Native American who lived here
once,
the recipe for Native American foods,
the boat ticket for the first European settlers in the community,
• an issue of the first community newspaper.
This list can be kept on the bulletin board and added to periodically as students learn more about their community and the
sources of historical infonnation.

Level Three:

Historic Preservation

Summary Students review reasons why things or places are preserved and
then determine reasons for preservation of places in their own communities.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Define 11 preservation. 11
• State reasons why places are preserved.
List facts which can be learned from a place that is preserved.
18

Suggested Time
Steps 1-2: 2 hours
Steps 3-5 : 1 hour
Steps 6-7 : 2-3 hours
Materials/Equipment
See 0ral Hi story Guidel i neS
Travel literature
11

11

Procedure
1.

Ask students to think about their favorite places either inside
or outside of a building.
Perhaps one student has a favorite
tree for climbing, another has a cozy nook in an attic and still
another has a favorite booth at the local McDonald 1 s.
Each is a
place that recalls memories, some sad, some happy.
Encourage
students to write about or discuss their favorite places.

2.

Point out that places in our world do not always stay the same.
Suggest that students interview their parents or older friends or
grandparents about their favorite childhood places ending the
interviews with the questions, What does that place look like
now? Is it still there? ..
11

Note:
This activity relates well to those described in GENERALIZATION II
which deals with collection and analysis of oral history.
3.

Have the class define the tenn preserve or preservation ...
Point out that canning or preserving fruits and vegetables keeps
them in good condition just as the preserving of buildings or
landmarks keeps them in good condition so that people can revisit
the community•s past and remember or learn about the way life
used to be.

4.

Ask students to review the written or oral description of their
favorite place or the information they gained through interviews.
Have students write about those places as though they were writing about a tourist attraction.
If travel literature has been
collected as suggested in the .. Introduction .. then share travel
literature which entices tourists to visit local attractions.

11

11

11

Note:
This activity relates well with GENERALIZATION III,
Level Two: Chamber of Commerce Literature.
5.

Subtopic 3,

Explain to (or review with) students that places or things are
saved because they are:
1) unique and/or 2) they are reminders
of a time or event in the past. Ask students to pretend they are
forty years old and famous.
What effect will that have on the
preservation of their favorite places?
19

6.

If buildings, land areas, or cemeteries in the community have
been preserved arrange a visit for the class.
Ask students to
list facts they learned about an earlier period of their commun ity through their visit.
(Cemetery headstones from earlier
periods usually reveal short life expectancy.)

7.

If nothing in the community has been preserved, have students
consider which area they feel should be preserved as an example
of life in their or previous times within their community.
Ask
students to list facts about their community which would be
learned by visitors to such a place.

20
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share memories for different reasons.
Value of Memory
Purposes in Remembering
Types of Sharing
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One:
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Level

Each individual carries a different memory of a single event.
One:
Selective Memory
Two:
Contrasting Memory
Three: Conflicting Memory
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Subtopic 3 Collected memories provide valuable information for analysis
of a previous period of time.
Sequence of Events
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REFL ECTI ONS OF YESTERDAY

GENERALIZATION II
People's
history of a community.
Subtopic 1

1r

I &

memories

are resources

in explaining

the

•

People share memories for different reasons.

•

Rationale Orally shared memories of older members of the community
represent a rich resource of information about the past. Students need to
be aware of both the content and process in collection and analysis of
oral hi story.

-

A visit with an older person may be a disaster for that person and for the
students unless those students are adequately prepared.
Our society i s
youth-oriented and frequently older folks and their memories are not
respected. Students need to develop attitudes or respect for the value of
shared memories. {See 11 0ral History Guidelines, Figure 1).

•

People's memories are unconsciously selective in recalling past events.
Furthermore, people consciously edit their memories for the audience with
whose those memories are shared.
The purpose for sharing memories has a
s ignificant effect on the nature of information obtained by the listeners.

Level One:

'-

Value of Memory

Summary Students will reflect upon the purposes served by their own
memor1es and extend those purposes into reasons for valuing the shared
memories of family, friends and community members.

•

Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• State reasons for valuing their own and others' memories.
• Obtain a selection
community.

of oral

•
I

1 hour

2 or more hours

Materials/Equipment

I

--

See 11 0ral History Guidelines, .. Figure
Procedure
1.

Ask students if they remember anything they 1earned earlier
today, yesterday, last week, and in any previous year . Encourage
23
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history from an older member of the

Suggested Time
Steps 1-5:
Step 6:

••

I

.

•

I
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students to brai nstonn an oral list of things they
learning -the alphabet, math facts, tying
shoes,
names .

remember
people's

2.

Point out that they are abl e to remember a large amount of information about a wide variety of things.

3.

Ask students to think about the value of the things they remember. Has it been helpful to have a good ability to memorize? It
will be fairly easy for students to recognize that a good ability
to memorize means they don't have t o learn things all over again
eve ry d ay o r eve ry ye a r.

4.

Ask students if they have ever heard other people share memories,
such as grandparents' stories or parents saying, "When I was your
age ••• " Many students may feel that shared family memories are
more interesting than those printed in books.

5.

Sugge s t to students that they can l earn more about their community if they talk to people who lived there before the students
were born.
Help them li st questions they might ask of older
people to find out about life in their community years ago.

6.

Provide opportunities for students to li sten to oral accounts of
their community's history for analysis in later lessons.
(See
"Oral Hi story Guidelines," Figure I.)

-r

I &

Level Two:

Purposes in Remembering

Summary Both happy and sad memories of communi t y historic events have
had an effect on decision-mak i ng reflected in the community's current and
future life.
Student s will analyze the effect of events on decisions and
types of advice provided by older people .
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, stud ents will be able to:

• List some
actions.

reasons why

remembering past events

• Examine past events in the community through
for analysis.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-5:
Step 6:

1 hour
2 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
See "Oral History Guidelines"
24

helps shape future

oral history obtained
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Procedure

t I

1.

Ask students to talk about things they remember.
are good; other memories are bad .

Some memories

2.

Write "Good Memories" and "Bad Memories" on the board and ask
students to help list a few ideas under each headng. Don't delve
into deeply painful memories; listen for memories of skinned
Good memories
knees, broken bones, hurt feelings, loneliness.
will include playing with friends, trips, movies, holidays and
birthdays.

3.

Point out that some memories are fun to think about and others
are not.
Ask students what purpose or use there is in each of
the two types of memories.
What did they learn from the bad
experiences? Did they learn from the good experiences?

4.

Ask students if they have ever heard advice based on experiences
of older people.
For example, "I had to study hard to get good
grades.
I found out what happened when I didn t study.
You
better study or you '11 find out too.
Ask students for other
examples.

•

1

11

5.

Review some of the facts that students may already know about
events in their community's history.
What pieces of advice or
lessons might people gain frrnn both the happy and sad events?

6.

Provide opportunities for students to analyze oral accounts of
their community's history obtained through methods described in
11
0ral History Guidelines," Figure I.
Have changes occurred in
the community based on previous happy or sad events?
(Perhaps
better fire protection because of a fire disaster?
Perhaps an
annual parade because people learned what fun they are?)

•
Level Three:

..

Types of Sharing

Summary Students categorize the types of memories they share by the
Difference in audiences are considered in
types of people they know.
relationship to the nature of student 1 s collection of oral history.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

·State that different
audiences.

shared memories

of oral

~

are suitable for different

·Determine the type of audience which would be most
their collected oral history.
·List various types
parades and plays.

•

sharing methods

receptive to

such as

25
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pageants,

•

r r

Suggested Time
Steps 1-6:
Step 7:
Step 8:

1 hour
2 or more hours
5 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
See "Oral History Guidelines," Figure I
Procedure
1.

Ask students to think about the people with whom they share memories.

2.

Place some categories on the board. Use categories suggested by
students based on the people with whom they share memories, such
as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Parents
Friends
Grandparents
Neighbors
Teachers

3.

Ask students if there are differences in the kinds of memories
they share with each of the people appearing in the separate
categories.
Do they tell their grandma different memories than
List topics, as students mention
those they tell their friends?
them, which are discussed with each of the categories of people.
Usually there is considerable overlap.

4.

Point out the overlapping nature of many of the types of people.
People are different; people with something to tell generally
choose to tell it to people who will listen and understand.

5.

Ask if the students can think of any occasions when old memories
are retold again.
How is the audience different?
"Tell-meSharing
again" memories are usually old, familiar stories.
results in warm, "remember-when" feelings and ties are strengthened between the participants.

6.

If there are any annual ceremonies, parades, and/or pageants in
the community, ask the students how the stores told in that
manner are similar to old familiar memories.
What information
can they 1earn from such performances?

7.

Analyze oral history obtained through methods described in "Oral
History Guidelines," Figure 1. What kind of audience does this
information require in order to be fully appreciated?

8.

If possible, help students plan a pageant or play (or even write
a song or poem) that tells the history of their community.
26
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GENERALIZATION II
People's memories
hi story of a community.
Subtopic 2

1

are resources

in

explaining

the

•

Each individual carries a different memory of experiences.

Rationale Sharing memories is little more than story-telling time unless
students learn the process of dealing with the content of those memories
shared by older members of their community. Each memory they collect will
be different in one way or another from all other collected memories
because each individual contributor is different.

.....

Individual perspectives of life, shaped by spearate attitudes and experiences, unconsciously select memories of each person.
People don't
remember everything that happend during their lives; memories are selective and shared memories are even more selective.
Some facts in the students' collection of oral history may contrast with
other facts; some facts may actually conflict with facts from other
sources.
Students can use the processes of historians in selecting the
facts which they feel best tell the story of their community's developThe focus is not upon the "right" answer, but upon the variety of
ment.
possible explanations of events which emerge through the contrasting and
conflicting orally shared memories.

Level One:

l,

Selective Memory

Summary Categorized types of memories indicate to students the ability
of some people to view life {both future and past) optimistically while
others view life pessimistically.
Students analyze oral history based on
the effect of people's attitudes toward their memories.

-.

Objectives

I

_.

I

r.JII

•....
•
.._
._

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to£

• State reasons why memories of past
di started.
• Define the terms:

, ...

I

events might be unconsciously

pessimist, optimist.

• Analyze oral history in relationship to the attitudes of those providing the information.
~.-,

•

.,-

Suggested Time
Steps 1- 8:
Step 9:

..

2 hou r s
1 or more hours

t\

w.

Materials/Equipment
See "Oral History Guidelines"
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Procedure
1.

Ask students to share briefly their favorite memories in a brainstorming activity.

2.

Categorize (on the chalkboard) shared memories by topics
will cover several of the students• memories, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

that

funny memories
family memories
memories of pets
memories of friends
memories of first-time attempts.

There are an unlimited number of topics
between the memories you hear during the

based on similarities
brainstorming session.

3.

Group students acccording to the category of shared memory and
ask if each can think of another memory of the same type.
Limit
the activity to another five minutes of brainstorming.

4.

Point out that some people tend to remember easily one or two
particular types of memories and that a group of people sharing
memories tend to remind each other of many of the same type of
memories .
People 11 tOp 11 each other in memories of big disasters
or big celebrations or funny events.
These are examples of ways
in which orally shared memories are selective. Facts of interest
are selected for retelling.

5.

Ask students what effect a selective memory will have on the
total story of an event.
Wi 11 there be more emphasis on the
funny or the sad or the happy side of the memory?

6.

Discuss the terms 11 0ptimi st 11 and 11 pessimi st .. and
define terms and describe the types of persons
definitions.

7.

Ask students to think of expressions that reveal views of life
and memories of events.
For example, the optimist says, 11 Things
work out, .. and the pessimist says, 11 Things only get worse ...

8.

Help students consider the effect of attitudes on the nature of
memories.
There is no 11 right 11 or 11 Wrong 11 in such attitudes,
merely the acceptance that such attitudes exist and will color
(bright or dark) the shared memories of past events.

9.

Analyze oral history obtained through methods described in 11 0ral
History Guidelines...
How do revealed attitudes toward life in
general shade the facts of shared memories?
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Contrasting Memory

•

Summary Two types of difference in memories are examined- -an individual
memory contrasted with current reality, and different people's memories of
a single event. Students are then prepared to analyze contrasts they find
in orally shared historical accounts.
I I

Objectives

..

• Describe contrasts in memories
current reality.
• Analyze contrasting memories
different people.

•

p

•

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:
they had as younger children with
of a single

event

experienced by

.• •

• Determine that a person's memory of an event is stronger if the
person was actively involved in that event.

•

Suggested Time
Steps 1-10:
Step 11:

2 hours
1 or more hours

Materials/Equipment

.-

See "Oral History Guidelines"

•

Procedure
1.

2.

Have students write and/or draw their earliest memory.

3.

Ask volunteers to share their writings and/or drawings with the
class.
Listen for examples of distorted reality in early
memories.

4.

Ask students if early memories of places and things seem different from the way they know those things now. The vi eN of the
world by a four-year-old is quite different from that of an eight
to ten year old. Remember when the counter at the store was over
But if things were different, what's the value of
your head?
remembering the used-to-be?

5.

•

Ask students to think about the earliest memories they have.
What was it like in kindergarten? How about age four ••• age
three? Take students as far back into their separate memories as
possible.

Help students recognize the value of contrasting previous conditions of their lives with present conditions so they can plan the
kind of future they would like.
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6.

Ask students to remember their experiences 1ast July 4 and jot
down some words on their separate papers that remind them of that
day.

7.

Categorize student memories of the preceding July 4 by
student name s on the board under the following headings:
•
•
•
•
•

listing

saw pub 1i c fireworks
saw parade
had sma ll private fireworks
went to picnic
other

Even though some students' names could appear in more than one
category, ask students to choose the heading which describes
their best memories of the day.
8.

After students ' names are listed in categories of July 4 memories
group students according to those categories and/or have them
write and share their separate experiences of that day.

9.

Point out that although everyone in the class lived through July
4, everyone has different memories of the day ••• and some may not
remember it at all.

10.

Watch for students who were central ly involved in the day (in the
parade, held a sparkler, participated in a huge picnic, etc.) and
point out to the class that people most involved frequently have
the strongest memory of an event. The day was different for them
and stands out in their memories.

11.

Analyze oral hi story obtained through methods described in "Oral
History Guidelines."
Did different people experience the same
event? Did they have contrasting memories of the same event?

Level Three:

Conflicting Memory

Summary Students will use a conflict in their midst to determine the
manner in which conflicting statements in oral historical accounts may be
analyzed.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Identify
counts.

areas of agreement

in statements of two conflicting ac-

· Focus on conflicting facts in statements.
• Raise questions about sources of verifying information.
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Suggested Time
••

Steps 1-11:
Step 12:

1 hour
1 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
See "Oral History Guidlines,"
Figure I
Procedure
1.

Use any conflict or squabble or playground argument between class
members for the content of this lesson. Tell the two students or
groups of students that you and the class will help them work out
t he i r con fl i ct •

2.

Ask the two students to write their separate accounts
happened to cause their disagreement.

3.

Ask the rest of the class to listen carefully, as the two disagreeing students read aloud their separate accounts of the
event. Listen for conflicting statements about words or actions.

4.

List (on the board) the two types of facts the children are stating:
Agreement and Conflicting.
For example, Kim and Mary may
agree that a) they ~re both on the playground, b) they were
playing with a ball, c) Mary had the ball, d) Mary hit Kim.
The
facts in conflict may be that a) Kim asked for the ball and Mary
says she didn•t, b) Kim grabbed the ball and Kim says she didn•t.

5.

Point out that the single happening is remembered by two people
in very different ways--their memories are in conflict.

L.

•

•
•

of what

6.

Ask the class what additional information is needed to resolve
the conflict.
Avoid saying that one child is right, the
Note:
other wrong.

7.

Students should consider the possibility of other eyewitnesses
such as teachers or other children. In fact, other children have
probably been wanting to contribute their side of the story and
should be discouraged from doing so until this point.

8.

Add another column to the board: Witnesses. Write their statements under that heading.
For example, a) John heard Kim say,
"Please throw the ball."
b) Jill saw Kim take the ball from
Mary.
Note that witness statements should focus on the areas of
conflict, not facts already agreed upon.

•

9.

Ask students if all of the witness statements are equally acceptable. For one reason or another, some witnesses may be biased in
one direction or the other .
Remember that the focus of this
exercise is to help students analyze the origin of conflicting
statements, not to determine who is "right" or who is "wrong."
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10.

Point out that this is not the kind of situation in which a vote
of the majority can determine what actually happened and that
misunderstandings of statements and actions often occur in
historical accounts.

11.

Ask students what su pporting evidence might be used to resolve
conflicting statements about historical
events.
Consider
pictures, diaries, other oral accounts.

12.

Analyze oral history
History Guidelines. 11
statements?

obtained through methods described in 11 0ral
What re asons might there be for conflicting
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GENERALIZATION II
People's
history of a community.

memories

are resources

in

"l

explaining the

Subtopic 3 Collected memories provide valuable infonnation
of a previous period of time.

for analysis

I

•

Rationale Arrangements of historic facts in various patterns aid in the
analysis and interpretation of those facts.
Students can group facts in
chronological sequence, in cause- effect relationships, and in the variety
of patterns which reflect viewpoints on given issues.
Oral hi story can supply raw data for one or more of these arrangements of
facts.
Furthermore, oral history supplies a rich infusion of revealed
attitudes providing students with opportunities to hypothesize and evaluate in creative exploration of local history.

-

•

..

-

Sequence of Events

I

"

•

Summary A first step in analyzing oral history is to organize the material chronologically .
Students practice with visual and oral stories in
order to learn the clues which aid sequential arrangement.

'-

1-

Level One:

Objectives

1 ,

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Identify clues which reveal the sequence of events in oral history.
I

• Oragnize oral history in chronological sequence.
Suggested Time
I

Steps 1-6:
Step 7:

1 hour
1 or more hours

Materials/Eguipment

-

I

•

.--

See "Oral Hi story Guidelines,

II

Figure I

•

.--

,

Procedure
1.

Cut out five or six cartoon
comic section.

2.

Cut apart the separate pictures of the cartoon stories and place
in envelopes.
Each envelope will contain the separate pictures
for one comic strip.

3.

I
~I

segments from

the Sunday newspaper

Group students in pairs or trios and provide each group with an
envelope.
Ash each group to put the pictures in order so that
t hey t e 11 a s to ry •
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4.

Ask students to explain how they know what
story line of the comic strip.
Explain to
cartoons, placed in order, show a sequence of
tenn "sequence" so that students can apply it

5.

Ask students why it helps to know what happened first, second,
third, etc. in the history of a community .
Point out the simi1arity between the story of a community and a story in a book.

6.

Groups students in threes or fours and ask them to listen to each
other tell about the events of their last birthdays.
Ask the
listeners to decide if events were told in order.
What clues do
they hear about the events of the story?
{Sometimes the speaker
uses words such as "before," "after," "later," sometimes they may
refer to the time of day.)

7.

comes first in the
students that the
events.
Teach the
accurately.

Provide the opportunity for students to collect and analyze oral
history using rrethods described in "Oral History Guidelines."
Help students arrange material in chronological sequence.

Note: This lesson relates well to activities suggested in GENERALIZATION
II, Subtopic 3, Level One: Timelines.

Level Two:

Cause- Effect Relationship

Summary
One event may cause another or the two may be completely unrelated.
Students analyze simple and familiar cause-effect relationships
so the can more effectively analyze oral hi story.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Identify cause-effect relationships in community oral history.
• Raise questions about possible relationships
ments of community 1 ife and historic events.

between present ele-

Suggested Time
Steps 1-5:
Step 6:

1 hour
2 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
See "Oral History Guidelines," Figure I
Procedure
1.

Ask students if they wore heavy coats to school.
to describe the weather today.
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Then ask them

•

•
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I
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2.

,..

.

weather and wearing
Point out they have provided two facts
Now
ask
students
to
explain
the
relationship between
apparel.
the two. Which caused the other to happen?

3.

Ask students to sit in groups and brai nstonn some other causeeffect relationships.
Ask each group to share a few of their
favorites with the rest of the class.

4.

If students have studied their community in depth, some causeeffect relationships may have been identified from their knowledge gained through any of the lessons under GENERALIZATION I.
If not, ask if they wonder what caused their community to look
and act as it does.

5.

Suggest that some of the qualities of their present community
life might be effects of historic causes.
Perhaps they can
identify or hypothesize a few- the name of a community, why it
has the size it does, etc.

6.

Provide opportunities for students to collect information through
methods suggested in 11 0ral History Guidelines.~~
Help students
identify cause-effect relationships in the history of their
community as such information appears in orally shared memories.

I

I

Note: If students have worked with sequentially arranged historic information (or timelines), help them raise questions about the relationship
between early events and those which came later.

..
I

Level Three:

-.

Analysis of Viewpoints

Summary
Issues rarely arrive with right or wrong solutions.
Students
analyze familiar controversies in order to evaluate patterns in viewpoint
arrangement which can be applied to local orally-shared history.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to : -

Identify various points of view in historic local issues.
• Analyze the relative distances between those points of view.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-6:
Step 7:

-

1 hour
2 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
See 11 0ral History Guidelines 11

.

I.
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Procedure
1.

Choose (as a topic of discussion) a common complaint that begins
with, 11 Why do we have to ..... (Such as .. go to school,.. 11 eat vegetables, .... wash our hands, .. etc.)

2.

Ask the class to list some people who have definite ideas about
the topic. (Such as parent, teacher, child, etc.)

3.

Assign students to play roles of each of the listed people and
ask them to explain to the student in the child's role why he/she
must do this objectionable thing.

4.

Point out that each person in the
slightly different point of view.

5.

Ask role playing students to stand in subgroups according to
viewpoints.
Some will be great distances apart or opposite each
other; others will stand in close agreement.

6.

Thank students for their participation and ask class if, in their
study of local community history, they have identified any controversial topics.
What knowledge do they have on the various
viewpoints involved?

7.

Provide opportunities for students to collect oral historical
accounts. Are conflicting viewpoints represented? Are the viewpoints poles apart or do some overlap ; n general agreement while
differing in specifics?

role

play

activity

-

has a

~--

i
I

I

·I
I

I

KARAT & DIAL,

flff!JVIII//t7/a .JI1111CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS •
•

A (.;( N1 ~

I OR

l,adillS ' Year-Delaying 11'imc-Kcepers.
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ORAL HISTORY GUIDELINES
1.

Notetak i ng by students may be kept to a m1 mmum by using a tape
recording as the prime method for data collection.
Student's notes
are secondary sources; tapes are primary sources in the analysis of
the content.

3.

Interviewed adults deserve
and teachers through:
a.
b.
c.

4.

~~

•
•
•
l,
•
....

.. L.

I

~

provided by students

letters of request and appreciation .
quiet attention while speaking.
thoughful questions following the sharing time.

•

.

-

-I

It is generally impossible to structure an older person's shared memo ries to fit a particular lesson objective.
It's more profitable to
sit back, enjoy and use the material obtained from the sharing session
i n 1ate r an a1y s i s wi t h s t ud en t s •

5. Some older adults prefer to visit with a small group of students
rather than an entire class in a school.
In either case, students
should be prepared with questions which indicate interest in hearing
What was it like at your school? What games did you
about the past:
play? What did the town look like when you first saw it? Such ques tions are "starters" or "guideposts" and students should understand
that older folks may not follow and that, in fact, they might shift
the entire direction of information .
6.

~.
I.

respect which can be

I

r

Many o 1der folks have been taught by experience that their mernori es
are not valued.
An interested, well-prepared group of young students
can provide positive experiences to aid an older person ' s self concept •

•r

A

-.

I

Students need to be aware of the value of information received through
orally shared memories.
(See Generalization II, Subtopic 1, Level
One).

2.

-

,

I

Interest of students in local oral history, demonstrated through
visits with older folks in the community, deserves attention through a
Let the community know their young people
public relations vehicle.
are spending educational hours learning about them and their past.
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HISTORY THAT'S FUN FOR YOUNG AND OLD
Des Moines Sunday Register

..

February 1, 1981
Last week I met high school students actually bubbling with enthusiasm
about their English class. They were ,a lovely sight.
They are the publishers, writers, interviewers, photographers, artists,
typists--jacks-of-all-trades, the students of Wildrows, an oral history
publication at Adel-DeSoto High School.
"This is not just a little magazine from a little high school," says Scott
Steelman, a senior and editor of the semi-annual publication now in its
third year. "It's a major project. It brings history closer to home."

•

We are in an oral history boom- -the collection of eye-witness accounts of
history from the big and the little people who help ma ke history.
Wildrows draws from the recollections of Iowans on "the way it was. " The
conversations first are tape-recorded during an interview then trancribed
There also are "how to"
verbatim and finally written for the rnagazi ne.
stories on the art of spinning, knife making and square dancing.
But
mostly they're stories of people.

.l .J' '
L
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-

L

FOXFIRE CONCEPT

The Wildrows concept is patterned after Foxfire, a program stated in 1966
by Eliot Wiggonton with his ninth and tenth grade English classes in the
Appalachian Mountains of northern Georgia.
Wiggonton's students now have expanded their efforts to include the production of Foxfire magazine and six books, rlus the creation of television
shows for their community cable station, a series of record albums of
traditional music and a furniture-making business.

•
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The Book, "Foxfire 5," compiled in 1979 is dedicated by Wi ggonton to
"those teachers who, in hundreds of different ways, have made their
communities and their class rooms one."

•

If it weren't for Wildrows, the students might never have learned about
the once-bustling boom town of Angus and its Whisky Row.
Sherri VanDeventer, through interviews, research and photos practically has reconstructed the ghost town that once was located on the Green County-Boone
County line, si x miles northwest of Perry.

l
I
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Angus was said to be the largest mining town in the state, and Whisky Row
wa s a half-mile stretch will 16 saloons, the s ite of much trouble for the
law.
The county line went right through the center of the row of
buildings.
If the Greene County sheriff came along, the patrons of the saloons would
rush to the east side of the buildings where they were in Boone County,
and the sheriff couldn't lay a finger on them.
Or, if the Boone County
sheriff showed up, they'd all run to the other end of the buildings where
he had no jurisdiction.

}
WARM FRIENDSHIPS
One of oral history's little se rendipities is the warm friendship that
grows out of interviewing. Without Wildrows, these young people might
never have known and loved Gertrude Llewellyn of Waukee.
She is in her
80s, a gracious, upbeat lady with a beautiful English accent.

I
I

-~

You see, we were the descedants of Prince Llewellyn, the last ruling
Prince of Wales, .. she told her student interviewer.
Gertrude is a poet,
but her three brothers thought she 11 had gone to the dogs .. one day back in
the 1920s when she went to a beauty parlor in Des Moines and had her hair
bobbed.
11

BREAKING LOOSE
That was the beginning of women breaking loose, .. she told her interviewer.
Of the short skirts, long beads and tight-fitting hats, Gertrude
said, 11 I flapped as good as any of them ...
11

Without Wildrows, they might not have had a first-hand acquaintance with a
woman who taught in a one-room school, such as Hazel Wright who drove a
horse and buggy to Bennett School north of Winterset.
They might not have heard of the danger
from school in a blinding snowstorm and
1ose their way.

in those day of kids coming home
hugging fence lines so as not to

From their close friend Clarence Hill, 79, of Minburn they have learned
how one makes a beautiful grandmother clock, and they have 11 met a man of
faith ...
Hill tells them of planting 1,000walnut trees not too long ago.
To plant trees that take 60 years to mature is genuine faith.
The name 11 Wildrows .. is a combination of 11 Wild rose, .. Iowa's state flower,
and 11 Wi nd rows.. rows of hay or grain that have been raked or arranged
together to dry.
The students have taped more than 200 interviews.
The class meets each
day and students receive an English or journalism credit. They speak with
zest about working far into the evening and on weekends when publication
time rolls around.
40F
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Each story seems to be a learning experience.
Things really did happen
here,.. they say of the central Iowa region where most of the i ntervi et~s
have taken place. 11 lt brings history closer to home, .. said one student.

.r

Oral history had its beginnings thousands of years ago with the Greeks,
but today•s technique--the tape recorder--is as modern as the space age.
In 1948, the late historian Allan Nevins launched the 11 0ral History
Project 11 at Columbia University. Since then interest has mushroomed.
There has been a trend toward .. backyard history, .. talking to persons whose
heritage might be lost, and of local history.
As travel became more
commonplace, writing letters was slipping away.
People picked up the
phone instead. Diaries were going out of style.
It was the beginning of
the Age of Sony.
In some cases, the process ends with the tape. Not in Wi 1drows. Students
select their subject and first do background research.
Then they present
the idea to their advisors, Mary Moehlis and Ron Winter.
Next comes the
interview, usually on a one-to-one basis.
Each student must carefully
transcribe the tape verbatim--even the sneezes.
From the transcript they
write the stories.

J
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The magazine is supported throu9h subscriptions which are $6 a year.
The
class members say they constantly are looking for ways to keep Wildrows
going, even to ringing doorbells.
The late Jack tv\.lsgrove, curator of the Iowa Historical Museum in Des
Moines often encouraged the students and their teachers to 11 keep Wi 1drows
going ... Winter recalls that just a few weeks before Musgrove•s death, the
historian 11 Slipped me $25 because he knew we could use it ...
Buxton, a southern Iowa coal town that exists only in the memory of those
who lived there, is the subject of an extensive research program now under
way at Iowa State University.
One phase of the $90,000 project is taping
approximately 100 oral histories of persons who once lived in the town 6
miles north of Albia.
Dorothy Schwieder, a history instructor at Iowa State, says Buxton was
unique for its size (up to 8,000 persons) and for its racial makeup.
Buxton not only had black coal miners, but also black doctors, black
lawyers, black teachers, justic of the peace, and postmaster.
BookerT.
Washington once spoke at the YMCA there.
The Buxton Club has been working with members of the Iowa State Faculty on
the project.
Following the interviews and research through Monroe County
records, an archeological study will be conducted at the site.
Using the tape recorder method also can be a boon to persons interested in
taking down family hi story from older members who remember 11 how it was and
who they were ...
When asked for some advice in taping family history, an
expert said, 11 Don•t wait another mi nute. 11
I

by Patricia Cooney
Register Staff Writer
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GENERALIZATION III
Documents are resources
In explaining the history of a community.

Subtopic 1 Published and privat e accounts of events
d1 fferent purposes and th erefore, appear in many forms.
Level One:
Diaries and Letters
Level Two:
Yellow Pages
Level Three : Cartoons
Subtopic 2 Visuals provide information about
who lived in the past .
Level One:
Pictures and Phot ographs
Level Two:
Yellow Pag es
Level Three: Cartoons

are written

life and values

Subtopic 3 Visuals can be crea t ed from historical
accounts can be created from visuals.
Level One:
Timeline
Level Two:
Chamber of Commerce Literature
Level Three : Charts and Graph s

accounts;

for

of people

written

REFLECTI ONS OF YES TERDAY

GENERALIZATION III
a commun 1ty.

Documents are resources in explaining the

Subtopic 1 Published and private accounts of events
d1fferent purposes and therefore, appear in many forms.

history of

are written for

Rationale Words appearing on paper express thoughts of individuals and/
or groups of people. Those thoughts on paper reveal events, ideas, fears,
and trends of the period in which they were written.
Written

words must be analyzed in tenns of their originally intended
and audience. Words in private diaries provide different messages
about the times than those which are published in newspapers.
Advertisements tell a story from a different viewpoint about the technology and
values of a period.
pur~ose

Whether or not writing of another period is available locally, students
can analyze the differences between types of current writing and reflect
upon the messages they reveal about their community.
Current community
writing contributes to the history of that community for future generations.
The preservation of such written material in any time period is
dependent upon the value placed upon it as a record of life in that time
and place.

Level One:

Diaries and Letters

Summary Students consider reasons why diaries and letters provide single
v1ewpo1nt information of a different style.
Then students evaluate the
historic value of such information .
Analysis of local examples and creation of a make-believe entry conclude the study.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity students will be able to:

• List some purposes people have for writing letters and diaries.
• Describe the difference between information written for public and
private reading.
• Analyze the type of infonnation found in letters and diaries.
• Evaluate the usefulness of such information to author and reader.
Suggested Time
Steps 1- 6:
Steps 7-12:

1 hour
2 or more hours
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Materials/Equipment
Optional:

local examples of historic diaries, journals and letters.

Procedure
1.

Ask students quickly to write a note that could be passed to
a ny o ne i n the c 1a s s • Warn students that these notes may be read
a 1ou d i n c 1a s s • The use of actual notes is more effective than
merely recalling old notes passed in class.

2.

Ask students to pass the note to the person behind them thus ensuring that everyone in class has a note to analyze.

3.

Help students analyze the type of information in the note they
received.
Ask what different kinds of information appear-questions, facts, hearsay, ideas or feelings.
Students may
volunteer to read aloud examples of different types of notes.

4.

Point out that these notes differ from the usual kinds of notes
passed in a classroom.
Ask what they think is different.
Draw
from students that information which is sure to remain private is
usually written in more personal language.
Suppose the notes
they had written were going to be read by their best friend and
no one else.
Would the words they have choise be different?
Would the kinds of questions and/or facts be different?

5.

Ask what other kinds of private writing they can remember besides
notes and 1etters. Do any of the students keep a diary?
Would
they want someone e 1s e to read it? Why or why not?

6.

Discuss the type of information found in diaries. Usually there
are more feelings than facts. Questions are rare and usually are
rhetorical, such as, "Why do these things happen to me?" or "What
am I going to do now?"

7.

Discuss the use of diaries by the people who write them. Because
until recently more girls have kept diaries than boys, be careful
to point out that some very well know men and women have kept
diaries or journals.
Ask the class to think of some reasons,
such as:
a) to record information about events in their lives,
b) to express private joys, sorrows and angers without hurting
someone, c) to help think through a situation, d) to help remember the details of a person, place or thing.

8.

Students may be too young to understand The Diary of Anne Frank,
but there are rna~ other examples in children's literature of
diaries or letters which figure in the plot or which provide the
book's format.
If possible share one with the class and suggest
that, with the librarian's help, they find other examples to
share.
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9.

Explore with the class reasons why diaries and letters written by
their community's citizens would provide valuable historical
data.
Ask what information about their community might be provided by a diary or a 1etter written over 50 years ago.
How
might that information be different from the memories (or oral
history) shared now by people who lived in the community then?
If questions about their community have arisen in their study to
this point, help students realize that some of those could be
answered by information found in private writings.
For example,
reasons might be provided for certain decisions, problems of
everyday life in the past might be described, and physical
features of the community might be mentioned enabling a reader to
pinpoint the date of their construction or destruction.

10.

Evaluate the information which might appear in a diary or letter
by asking students how they would know whether or not the information they read is true. Point out that it is only one person's
point of view, just as in oral history.
Comparisons with other
sources of information if such is available, can determine facts.

11.

If historic examples of community letters and diaries are available, share excerpts with the class and help them analyze and
evaluate their contents.

12.

Whether or not local examples are available, have students write
a make-believe entry in a pretend diary about an event in their
community's hi story.

Level Two:

Advertisements

Summary Students examine advertisements in local newspapers and reflect
upon the lifestyle represented by products available in a community in a
given time period.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity students will be able to:

• Define the terms:

classified advertisement, wholesale, retail.

Analyze advertisement s to determine products available in a community in a given time.
• Project a lifestyle based upon available products.
Suggested Time
Step 1:
Steps 2-7:
Steps 8-9:

Explain assignment - 15 minutes
1 hour
2 or more hours
46

Material/Equipment
Advertisement pages from local newspaper or
See Appendix for additional examples

shopping publication.

Procedure
1.

Ask students to bring copies of the local paper and/or advertisement supplement to class.

2.

Separate class into small groups to examine the advertising sections of the papers.
Ask each group to find ads with pictures
and small ads listed in printed columns.

3.

Help students contrast the two types of advertising.
they different in size, design, and message?

4.

Define the word "classify" by asking students to locate it in the
dictionary.
Then ask students which of the two types of advertising they've been analyzing is "classified?"
Be sure they
apply the definition rather than merely finding the label in the
paper.
Point out that in classified advertising the ads are
grouped by subject.

5.

Ask students to examine both kinds of ads and list the types of
products that are for sale in their community, such as groceries,
furniture, cars, etc.
Beside each item, ask them to state
whether it is sold by a store or a private person.

6.

Analyze the type of products advertised in the local paper by
asking students if they know of any products in their community
that are not shown in newspaper ads.
Locally produced farm and
manufactured items are usually not advertised in local papers.
Point out that advertisements are for products which provide for
the needs of the community residents--food, clothing, homes,
appliances.
Discuss the difference between wholesale and retail
selling and help students understand that local advertising is
for retail merchandise.

7.

Ask students to think about the things they have learned about
their community's past.
What might the ads look like in a newspaper printed a hundred years ago in their community? How would
those ads be different from ads printed today? Help students
understand that technological advances make it possible for more
products of a wider variety to be available now than in the past.

8.

If examples of old advertisements are available, help students
analyze the different life style implied by the nature of products offered in ads of that period. (See Appendix)
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9.

Whether or not ads of an earlier period are available, have students draw and write ads which reflect the products available in
the early days of their community.
Some students may wish to
write brief descriptions or stories about daily living during the
same early period.

Level Three:

Newspapers

Summary Students examine a current newspaper in order to determine the
types of information that can be reviewed later from a historical perspective.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Identify the local
information.

newspaper as

a potential source of historical

·Analyze different types of newspaper information.
Suggested Time
Step 1:
Steps 2-3:
Steps 4-6:

Assignment- 15 minutes
2 hours
3 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
Local newspaper, both current and older issues.
See Appendix for additioal examples.
Procedure
1.

Ask students to bring copies of the local paper to class.
doesn't matter if the papers are different issues.)

2.

Separate the class into small groups of two or three to examine
the local paper.
Ask students to find examples of the following
information:
international news, national news, state news,
local news, entertainment, weather, sports, obituaries, weddings,
divorces, births, meetings, editorials .
(A small town paper may
not have all types of items in every issue.)

3.

Ask students if they can tell which items in the paper are considered most important by the editor.
Point out that the front
page, right column is usually the most prominent spot in a neviSpaper.
What kinds of news does their community place in that
column?
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4.

Remind students that the types of information they find in
today's newspaper were printed daily (or weekly) for many years.
Files of old local newspapers are a source of information about
their community.
Help students locate places in their community
which store papers in bound or microfilmed condition.
If possible arrange a field trip to one of those sources (library and/or
local newspaper office.) The editor or librarian may be able to
furnish some interesting stories relating to the utility of past
news items.

5.

If possible use bound or microfilmed newspaper collection to review significant events in the history of the community or the
community's reaction to significant historic events sue h as
Lindbergh's flight or World War II.

6.

If papers of a previous era are unavai 1able, ask students to
write an article about a previous event as it might appear in the
local paper at that time.
Other students may wish to write an
editorial about the event or even create a mini-edition of an
issue in the past.

.......

~,

BUTCHER,
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GENERALIZATION III
a commun 1 ty.

Documents are resources in explaining the

Subtopic 2 Visuals provide information about life and values
who lived in the past.

history of
of people

Rationale
Visuals provide a picture of the period in 'tthich they were
created. As with written material, it is important to analyze their original purpose and audience in order to fully comprehend their message.
Visuals are created to provide serious and humorous stat~nents for private, commercial and documentary purposes. Photos and paintings generally
reflect realistic impressions of the visible aspects of a community•s
life, Whereas cartoons symbolically depict an attitude about an event or
situation.
Yellow page visuals explain the services available in a community.
Size equals money.
Large photos, paintings, advertisements and cartoons
cost more to produce than smaller versions.
The investment in larger
visual messages makes a statement about the individual and/or group values
of the period.

Level One:

Pictures and Photographs

Summary Students analyze visual information about their local community
and consider its relationship to other sources of information.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity students will be able to:

·List available sources of
i ty•s past.

visual information about

their commun-

·Hypothesize original purpose of a visual.
·Analyze nature of information obtained from a visual.
·Contrast written, oral and visual information and recognize complementary nature of the three.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-4:
Steps 5-7:

1 hour
2 or more hours

Materials/Equipment
Visuals (drawn, painted, or photographed) of places and people in the
community.
See Appendix for additional examples.
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Procedure
1.

Describe a picture of a place to students before showing it to
them.
The picture could be a large one or appear on a page in
their individual textbooks. Ask students to listen carefully and
try to picture the place in their minds as you describe it.

2.

Show the picture to students and ask what they see that gives
them new information about the place.
Does it look 1 ike they
expected? How is it different?

3.

Tell the students about the Chinese saying, 11 0ne picture is worth
Ask students to think about its meaning in
a thousand words.''
relation to their experiences with words and pictures.

4.

Ask students to consider the kinds of information they could gain
by looking at pictures taken in their community 50 or 100 years
ago.
With students, list some sources of pictures of local
people and places. (Remember to include paintings in addition to
photographs.)

5.

If possible, obtain pictures of people and places in an earlier
period of the community.
Help student analyze each visual by
asking the following questions:
a) Why \'las the picture originally made, or what did the artist or photographer want to show
us?
b) what differences can we see between the picture and the
way things are now in the community?

6.

Have students choose a visual and write a brief description of
life in their community based upon the visual.

7.

Help students analyze their written descriptions by underlining
those facts that can be verified by the visual.
Point out that
the rest of their description is inferences that they made from
the visual information.
Keeping in mind that these inferences
may or may not be true, ask ·students what other sources of information they would need for verification.
{Whenever possible,
provide opportunities for students to talk to people who remember
how things appeared in earlier community visuals.)

Note:
Depending on the nature of available visuals, this lesson relates
well with activities in lessons on site location (GENERALIZATION I, Subtopic 1, Level One ) and oral History {GENERALIZATION II).

Level Two:

Yellow Pages

Summary Students identify and analyze services available in their communlty as listed and advertised in the Yellow Pages section of the
telephone book.
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Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• State purpose of advertising in Yellow Pages.
• State number of businesses
the community.

supplying certain types

of services in

State which business is the oldest.
• Create a Yellow Pages for their community fifty years ago.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-6:
Step 7:

1 hour
1-2 hours

Materials/Equipment
Several copies of local phone directory with Yellow Pages.
Procedure
1.

Ask students to explain the purpose and use of the phone book's
Yellow Pages.
Point out that businesses are listed alphabetically according to their product or services.

2.

Divide class into small groups to analyze separate services
available in their community. Assign a different service to each
group, such as banking, cleaners, drugstores, department stores,
restaurants, sporting goods stores, etc.
Supply a copy of the
Yellow Pages to each group.

3.

Ask each group to locate the section in the Yellow Pages that
lists the services assigned to them.
Point out that some businesses purchase larger advertising space that tells more about
their services.

4.

Ask each group to count the number of businesses that offer that
particular service in their community. Are any businesses listed
which are actually 1 ocated in another community? Why?

5.

A quick call by the group members to each listed
determine the age of that business, if desired.

6.

Ask students what kinds of information they learn from the larger
advertisements .

7.

If possible, obtain an older phone book for comparison purposes.
Ask students which services found in the Yellow Pages have
increased or decreased in members of suppliers.
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8.

Students may wish to create a Yellow Page section for businesses
in their community in the 1920's or 1930's.

Level Three:
Summary

Students analyze

1ocal community themes.
Objectives

Cartoons

and create political and social

cartoons with

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Identify the
toons.

viewpoint represented

Create cartoons that express the
controversial issues in the past.

in political

and

social car-

viewpoint of citizens

in local

• Write editorial comments to accompany political cartoons.
React by letter to visual and written opinion.
Suggested Time
Step 1:
Steps 2-4:
Steps 5-8:

Assignment- 15 minutes
1 hour
2-3 hours

Materials/Equipment
Old and current nespaper cartoons
See Appendix for additional examples
Procedure
1.

Ask students to collect and bring to class the cartoons which
appear on the front page and/or the editorial page.

2.

Help students separate cartoons according to political and social
comment.

3.

Help students group cartoons into local, state, national and
international topics.
Are the cartoons created locally or are
they supplied from a distance through wire services?

4.

Point out that the cartoons with political and social topics
aren't necessarily meant to be funny.
Help students analyze the
symbolic representations of the cartoon characters and settings.
Ask students to explain the cartoon messages.

5.

Help students identify critical periods in the community's past.
Point out different points of view which existed at such critical
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points and suggest that students create cartoons which represent
those opposing viewpoints.
(For example, naming the community,
encouraging settlers to join the community, an election, the
construction of sidewalks, etc.)
Note: This activity relates well to the lesson in GENERALIZATION II, Subtopic 3, Level Three: Analysis of Viewpoints.
8.

Display each 11 editorial page 11 (cartoon and editorial comment) on
the bulletin board for examination by the rest of the students.

9.

Encourage all
them with the

11

students to write 11 letters to editors 11 and group
editorial page 11 layouts on the bulletin boards.
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GENERALIZATION III
a community.

Documents are resources in explaining the

Subtopic 3 Visuals can be created from
accounts can be created from visuals.

historical

history of

accounts; written

Rationale
Interpretation of historic material through a different form
adds another dimension of comprehension to the original ideas. That which
originally appeared in writing can be visualized; visuals can be described
in writing or orally.
A timeline is a visual presentation of written facts placed in chronologiChamber of Comcal order. Charts organize facts according to topics.
merce literature makes use of local facts in encouraging people to visit,
settle and invest in the community. Timelines, charts and Chamber literature are examples of ways that historic information is structured for
specific purposes.
By converting raw infonnation into these structural
arrangements, students develop converting the skills of analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

Level One:

Timeline

Summary Historical dates of local events are placed in chronological
sequence and compared with the timing of student's personal events and
national events.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Create a timeline using a list of dates significant
personally, or nationally.

locally, or

• Contrast and compare events and their significance.
Suggested Time
Steps 1-3:
Steps 4-7:

1 hou r
2 hours

Materials/Equipment
Notebook paper, rulers, role of white shelf paper
Procedure
1.

Ask students to list four or five important years in their lives:
year of birth, year or years of favorite birthday and holiday or
vacation, current year, and year of high school graduation.

?..

Using the red margin line on notebook paper, help each student
create a 20-year timeline with five year increments and place
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their four or five personally important dates on their individual
timelines.
Have them write explanations for those dates on the
closest blue lines of the notebook paper.
3.

Ask students what advantages they see in placing information in a
timeline arrangement.
Point out that a timeline is . a visual
arrangment of chronologically ordered events.

4.

Suggest that students create a timeline of events
the hi story of their community.

5.

Some students may wish to illustrate the timeline by adding postcards, photos and/or drawings or local places where events took
place.

6.

Help students place their own birthdates and/or arrival dates on
the community history timeline in order to relate their own
experience to that of the community.

7.

Other dates of national significance such as 1776, 1860-1864,
1941-1945 may be added to help students place local historical
events within a wider perspective.
Discuss impact of national
upon local events.

Level Two:

pertaining to

Chamber of Commerce Literature

Summary Chamber of Commerce materials stress positive aspects of a
commun1ty. Students will analyze such existing materials and create their
own.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• Identify positive aspects of their community which will encourage
people to make decisions that will have a good effect on the local
economy.
• Analyze existing Chamber of Commerce materials.
• Create Chamber of Commerce type materials.
Suggested Time
Steps 1- 6:

1- 3 hou r s

Materials/Equipment
Literature from local and/or other community's Chamber of Commerce.
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Procedure
1.

Ask students to brainstorm with you about the things in their
community which makes them proud of living there.
List their
ideas on the board.

2.

Discuss the value of community pride. What does the development
of good or bad feelings do for or to a community?
If possible,
have a member of the local Chamber of Commerce speak to the
class.

3.

Obtain and display or distribute materials published by the local
Chamber of Commerce.
If such materials do no exist, display a
set of Chamber of Commerce literature from any other town or
city.
(Students usually enjoy writing away for such materials
themselves.)

4.

Point out that Chamber of Commerce 1naterials encou·rage activities
which wi 11 improve the local economy.
Readers are encouraged to
visit, buy local products, move to the area, and/or establish a
business or industry in the vicinity.

5.

If Chamber of Commerce materials are not available for the students• community, suggest that they write and design some, using
materials from another community as a model.

6.

Help students identify the good features of their community which
existed in earlier years.
Encourage students to create Chamber
of Commerce materials for those earlier years.

Level Three:

Charts and Graphs

Summary Charted and/or graphed information about the community will be
interpreted. New charts wi 11 be created.
Objectives

At the conclusion of this activity, students will be able to:

• State the purpose of charts and graphs.
• Identify the types of information which are suitable for charts and
graphs.
• Create a chart and/or graph of information about their community.
Suggested Time
Steps 1- 7:

2-4 hours

Materials/Equipment
Examples of charts and graphs
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Procedure
1.

Display any available charts of information. Some social studies
texts have good examples in their appendix section. Ask students
to consider the uses of charted information.
~~hat •s different
about charts?

2.

Point out the relationship between horizontal and vertical categories of information in charts which make brief amounts of knowledge available in a quick glance.

3.

Place students in groups of three to five and ask them to create
a chart of information about themselves.
Limit their time to 15
minutes.
{Students rnay list their own names vertically and
create horizontal categories such as:
age, sex, favorite food,
favorite color, etc.)
Share completed charts with the rest of
the class.

4.

Point out that some charts are limited to numerical information
resulting in totals at the right and/or the bottom.
Also point
out the similarities between charts and graphs, the latter being
generally limited to the description of one phenomenon.
Math
textbooks generally have good examples of such charts and graphs.

5.

Ask students to consider the types of information about their
community which would lend itself well to a chart format.

6.

If charts and/or graphs of 1ocal community information are available, encourage their use and help students interpret them.

7.

Help students create charts of information such as population by
ten year periods, mayors by length of administration, city budget
by ten or twenty year periods, etc.
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THT<; lLLUS'l'RATgn LONDON ANI> l!'OH$1GN

NEWS.-M~y

26 1 1867.

Is the BEST and LIGHTEST RUNNING MOWER made lor the following reasons:
FlltR'J',-Becuuae we have prove{! In
('AHUJlUrutlve trials that It runs o!lt•
frmrth lighter than the ltghtest draft
mowers previously made.
8KCONn.-It

will cut higher grilllll

th-an any other, cutting clenn and reg.

ulnrly, It not too thick, gr11ss eight
lnehes tall.
THlRn,-It makc11 <~Ut little no!Hc, IR
very RhU)llc In its ntljustmcnt, mtts
!!monthly, und tiHl knlve~:~lire so speed.
eel that they cut tho grass twtee; In
other word11, nil grass that .was lett
long at the llrst cut, byhelngbentover,
Is evened tlown by the next or followIng knttc.
FOUU'l'll.-lt ~~~

selt-Rhnrpenlng, 1md

l~fJDAtructlon lA AO 11!mplo thnt It e1111
he '/ulekly atljusted by the mo11t lncx.
per mtec1~.

Its

l•'fli''l'H.-It thrnwR nit

tho rmt grn1111

luu'.k, 110 thut there l11 110 clogging; tlw

gem'A nrc not Jlnhlc to clog, unrl It hun
ndjustnhh~ hoxcH to tnkc up the wcnr.

terru.ces or
IUIITOW hordel'H j\JI'It 1111 easily ll.S tho
lt•vd lnwu, nmlit f'/111 he run within nn
Inch ot trees or pol:!tH without injury.
SEVENTH AND l.A8T-We warrant
tho "Htmderson" LJlWII Mower to work
1111 represented, w\t.h tho yrtvllege of
returning 1my mnchlno tha tutls to do
SIX'l'H.-It elltR

!!WC(J

,o.

NF.T PIUCE QJ,' 'I'll& "HENDKUSON"

I .. AwN Mowmt:-l21neh Mower, t10;

141nch Mower, $11.~; 16 Inch blower,
f;I3; 18 Inch Mower, $Its;· 201noh Mow·
er, $16.50.

Ringer's Ringing Recommendation
PROF. SIDNEY RINGER, in his "Hand
lloo'k of 'l'htH'IlflflUtics," 11th edition snys;
·-~~~~~r:_erally fl.nd It useful In all forms
of Children's Dlarrhcea to abstain from
!!'~_~_and to give !nstead, barley water and veal broth, or chicken broth,
or, BEST OF ALL, NESTLE'S FOOD,
WHICH I FIND THE BEST OF ALL
FOOD, FOR CHILDREN WITH GREAT
DELICACY OF STOMACH AND IN-

TESTINES.''
[Eng. Erf. pp,619, Dictm·u ArUcU No.83. Am. Ed.pp.479,]

'l'he nbove emphatic r"mmendntlon of Nest!e'a Milk
of En)(mntl',1 be<~t }mown nudirul mdhOTJ.

I•',ml by 1'110

OUR NEW CATALOGUE OF SEEDS AND PLANTS {HOpage1-1), size llx8llnches, 1~:~ thle
year "!ent out In an Illuminated cover. It Is replete with now engrnvlngs ot the choicest FLOWERS AND
VEGETABLES, many of which can only be obtained from m~; und contains, lm~:~ldos, two boautltul colored
plnOOs, and very full Instructions oll !til garden work. Allugother, It Is the best over otl'ered by us, and,
wo believe, Is the most complete publication of Its kind over issued. Mailed On receipt ot 10 cents (lu
stamps), which may be deducted from'11rst ol-der,

PETER

HENDERSON

~

co.,

{,i;"it::-~i:~~~sur~ft~~~~~~~~(f ~fr~:f~t!l~~~v~:~nt;,r~g:~~tfs~~~

of lnfunt fotHI~, lu know which !01 really 'l'nEllEST.
Your Jlhyslclua Will to l you !'.C!Itle's F(>Od inust pos·
1100111 mre 1m·rit to l'ilcit from I>r. Sidney HlnKer such

unquall\\e.t words of uppwvu.l In h\11 wvrk on 'l'hera.·
peutics,
H ynu huve notu!lott Nestle's l>'ood, we wllll'lend you
snmiJio on uppllcntlon.
'FIIOS. I.EEM:Ilo'G ~~CO., Sole A ~rent•,
____ _
li'J_(:ollel!e Place, New York.

Bw

A. ll D

i:! 1 ge~~:~ J."ll.~
8

A

n

0

n

E

~~:~r~;~r~~ ~:~

B

Complete.

~.':fJ:ri~e~~

y

short clotllell, 12 pnt, 1\0c. directions, nm't mut 'r'l requlr
m1 W!:_!J_e~~J~_'-:!':__!!l_~lau•l 1-'nlll!rll Co.. 8 H.Utii\.Eid Vt

35 a.nd 87 Cortlandt Street, New York.
ADVERTISEMENTS

1.

What years did these advertisements
appear in newspapers?

2.

What is the difference between these
ads and modern ads?

3.

What things are the same?

4.

What do these ads tell you about
1 i fe a hundred years ago?
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Perfectly nourishes the child from
birth, without the addition of cow's
milk, and digests as easily as human milk. Send for "Our Baby's
First and Second Years," by Marion
Harland. REED & CARNRICK, N. Y.

THE ILLiJSTR!.TED NEWS OF THE WORLD.-.bNB 20, 1891.- ~

~ 'P~~~!:R~~~!!ls·

fo

~iGHTOfTHE LEBIONOFHONOUR

.

PETER ROBINSON,

.

BLA.C:EE:.

0

GENERAL MOURNING WAREHOUSE,

LICHT-BI\.OWN..£OD LIVEItOlb
Inoontesta.blS proved Ls Tb.irrr-ft,·e

Y=~·

256 to 262, REGENT ST.

Un1versaJ MedlC!IJ. Exp6tience to be

ESTIMATE~

THE PC"RE:ST, THE MOST PALATABLE, THE MOST DIGESTIBLE, AND THE MOST EFFICACIOUS

II COISUIIIPTION, THROAT AFFECTIONS, AND DEBILITY OF ADULTS AIIO CIIILOREII.
Phystctan in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland.
"'I oonstder DR. DE JO!'iGH'S Light-Brown Cod Liver
00 to be a very pure OIL not likely to create d.L>gust,
snd a therapeutic agent of great Yalue:·

Sir

Q.,

Dt:rl!i'C.Alll' Gm.B, Bart., M.D.,

the world o! medicine."

Dr. ZDG.a.lt SBEPPAJU),
Pro/U30T of Psycholo(Jical Medicine, King's Coll~ge.

Dr. S:DIC:LA.m COG:S:D.L,
Physician to the Hospital/or CO!UUmption., Ventnor,
"In Tubercular and the Tarlon.s forms of Stntmous
"'DR. DE JO!i"GB'S Light-Brown Cod L!v~r Oil has the Dlseage, DR, DE JOXGH'S Light-Brown 011 possesses
rnre excellen~ of belng well borne and 2$1milated by greater therapeutic efficner than any other Cod Liver
swmaohs which reject the ordinary Oils."
-:-c:--:c:-~-Oi=·l~w:::":"_w~hl:ch I am acquainted."
~

Sole Cousignees-ANSAJt, BA::R.POR.D, &. CO., Z10. High Bolborn. Lond.en, 'W.C.
C.! rJTlON.-Resist

m~nary

attempts to recommend or

subst~tute

FURNISHED.

MOURNING ORDERS.

Phystctan to the WestmlnskT Hospital.
"'l'be value ot DR. DE JONGR'S Ligbt-.Brown Cod
Liver Oil as a therapeutic agent ll!. a number ot ~.
chiefiy of nn exhaustive cllara.cter, has been admitted by

Sold ONLY ill Cap!mled Imperia.l H3.lf-&t&. 2s. Gd.; Pinta, 45. 9d.; QUJ.m, 9!.; by all CheJ:nists &!ld

AND PATTERNS FREE.

FUNERALS

SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.
Sir HB'lli':R.Y MAR.SB, Bart., M.D.,

GOODS

tnferior ki1!d.$.

On receipt of IetWr or telegram, experiencOO. Assistants are
alwaya in readiness to ta.ke a tull3.5SMtment ot Mourning GQOds
to any address in TOWN or COUNTRY, at the same reasonable
pricee as 1t purcha.aed 1ll the Wareh4U56, and traTelltng expenses
are not charged wbateTer the dist&noe..

La.d.les who wear, from choice, black or neatral oolours, will
dnd at this Eata.bll:!hment a to.ll Assortment or the

LATEST COI<TlliENTAL NOVELTIES lli

MANTLES

AND

GOWNS.

Telegraphic .lddren-'-PETRB. BOBINSON, LONDO!'!."

Telephone No. :i07.

fnveut.ed and Manufe.ctured by X. A. OSGOOD, Battle Creek. lllch. Send far CVcalar.
OSGOOD'S 7/!0l:.DDV'G CAJIFVA.S BOAT. Weight,!ortrou.tfis¥ng withe:!:retc!e:
GQebo&.tda, and paddle, 25 lbs. With stretcher, sideboards, g-un1'I"Eile1 and paddle; 32 lbs.
f!tretcher, rndeboarda, gunwale, stools,
and oars. 40 lbs. With bottom board,
sideboards, gunwale, atools, and oe.m,
50 lbs. TbiiJ cut shows twelve-foot OOs.t..;.

wre;

She ol Cheat, 38 inches loug, 17 inches wide, 18 b:lcbeiJ deep.

TO STOUT PEOPLE.

Sund<>y Tomu 83.J'B: "Mr. Runell·s 11.hn iB to II:RADlCATJt, to
Ct;Rlt the d,ts-. and. that b1s tre!l.tment is tb._. true O!l6
seemB hen>nd all doubt. The medic•ne be :preacrit>es DOll:S
:l<OT l.OWI':K, liCT l!CILDS UP J.SD TOll' ItS TUI!: SYS'IJ'I:)f,"

B•l<>k )I Hi pa.ge~). wttb recJpe and notes how t•' plea.~'l.ntly
rnp1dlr cur, Ol:IJ:SlTI:" (a~en.ge nductmn 1n fl.r~t we<'k ut

<~.nd

J Ws.l, pust tree

ei~;bt ~tlnnps.

F. C. RUSSELL, Woburn Rouse,
Store Street, Bedford. Square, London, W.C.

The shove ie a view of the Boat in its compact form abo~
Boat Folded, Bottom-Board, CamP-Stoolll, Gunws.le Stxetcher

and Pa.ckio.g Chest. Oam and P"<ldleB are jointed ~d
with Boat in Chest.

pack;d
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A CHEERFUL OLD SOUL.
It is possible for a woman with increasing years
to continue to do laundry work. Thousands who
would have been laid aside under the old system of
washing have proved what Sunlight Soap can do
in reducing labour. The cleansing properties ofSunlight Soap save years of arduous toil. Reader, prove
Sunlight Soap for yourself! By giving the best
article a trial you will do yourself a real service.

BEWARE J J

Do not allow other Soaps, said to be same as
m• the "Sunlight" Soap, to be palmed ·off upon you.
=:...:.;;..;;..;:::.;:.::;..:...;; If you do, you must exped to be disappointed.
See that you get what you ask for, and that the word "~unlight"
is stamped upon every tablet, and printed upon every Wrapper.

M.\ Y 21-1, IHI-I1

-------·----TilE LAll!ES' COLUMN.
Tf "well hPg-tm is lmlf 1lom•," as our nurses ust•tl t.o tell ua in
our childhood, t.he11 t,lu~ Anwricau gxhibitiou il; half as~urctl of
SlHlt:t'~l'l, so far as" The Wi11l \\'t!HL" Hhow is eouet•rued.
The
vast. amphithmtre of smts lHU'roundiug, gallery-fashion, the
enormous t~tH-covned an•a, waH et~ruplettlly filled on 1\fonday,
at the npt!Uillg perforumnce ; proln~hly twenty thousJuul
JH'.r:~ons wt•rt• pn·st·nt.. Thn Lom1on-Auwricu.n eolony mustered
Htrougly, nut! the '' AttH·rkan hmgtHLge" was to he }wanl,
"J!okeu with native fluPucr and iulhn~tion, on !Lll s:tles.

Jt will he Ht!Vll tlmt t.ho opeuiug day of tlw American

Exhihition a[.t.raeted HtlCh a gat.hcriug :1.11 is commonly spoken
of as'' evet·yhotly being tht•n·." '!'he whole performance wu~
rPel'ived with high f'avonr,

t~xet1pt.

otte item, when nn unfor-

f,unak cow (tlm<crihl'tl in t.he progmmnw a:-; a" wilcl bull")

was la:-;:-;ot·d, anti timl rtrouud t.lw body, aJHI I]J·ag-gttl hy a rope
which pctsst•tl lwhve<~JI t.h•~ hillll h!J.{N, in a manner that. ia
probably very mild a:-; compan~il to !.Ill! reali:-;ms of tlH' prairit•fl
of t.lw Wild W<~:-;1., hut. !.hal. tlw Brilish puhlie (to its cn!clit.)
tlt•<dilwd l.o 1:onsitler llHlUl'litlg". 'l'lw g-irll; who l'lhoot. n.llll t.he
g-irls who ddt! are PXLrt•ml'ly :-;kilful. As to t.lw Indi:tll!l, tbt•y
an· too nat.urally tln·:ull'ul! 'l'!u·ir ydl:-;, t.lu•irs:lV1ll{l' gt'lli.Urt:-;,
t.hl'ir impa:.::-;ivl'ly CI'Ul'i cotmlt•IHlW'.t'H, thdr 1-\h•.:dt.hy l't.rps in
t:n•l'piug from ambush, t.h1• way in whieh tht•y :-;prl'atl on!.
like a elolHI of destnwliou when Uwy art! clmrging- t.Jw foe,
aJHI vani:-;h whl'n ropulst!tl like a JHlH~ing typhoon - i t
n.l! made 1n11 HJHlt~r':-;l.allll for !.he lir:;t, time why t.hcy
have ever IJeon J't!gartled with litJCh horror when theY
havn been eng-aged in warfare with civilbwd whites, n.nd.
how it. waH Umt. t.lw employment of Intlifms hy the
OnvE•rnmeut of 1\i•orgt•. 111. to fight. ngain11t. tlw American
mlwiM wall consitl1•n·d !HI ad. t:o infamou~ 111-1 l.tl he iu cfl'cct a.
main crtu:-~ti of thu stt•ru n•:-;nlution with which the youthful
Ht.al.t·~ fought- on till LIH'J' add1'Vt!d t.lwir indcp(utdcnce.

NE\o/SPAPERS

What do these articles tell you about people who lived almost
one hundred years ago?
Were those people different?

How?

Were those people the same as people today?
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How?
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PICTUR~~

AND PHOTOGRAPHS

What do these pictures tell you about schools and studying
a hundred years ago?
How were things different?
How were things the same?

HARPER'S WEEKLY.
SATURDAY, NovE:rt!llEn. n, ll:W7.

It is popnlurly supposed th_ut brain-work is
1wt ftltigtting, and that, ns she IS not a fi~ld·la
hmcr during tho day, she

l'llll

nurse the swk at

1light without fatigue, ~1m is, in short, t~e ch?r•
ishctl eonfic.Inntc of the troubles, rcnl and Jmagm-

my of the whole villngo; at once "guide, philo;u~phc1', nnd friend." ~he is usually of city origin, :lnd has heen educate(l nt the "Academy,"
und is popularly sdpposed to know every._ body,

THEDIS'l'RICT SCHOOL TEACHER.
social stntistics of the United ::itutes Census Bureau do not gi\'O us any t!tLl~ showing the
proxmrtion of malo and female employC::~ in nny
bmuch of labor; and they do not therefore llositivcly declare, but there is reason to believe, thnt
ono hundred thousnnd of the ono hundred and
fifty thousand two hundred and forty-one teach~
ers in t.hc one hundred and fifteen thousnnd two
hnrulretl nnd twenty-four public schools, colleges,
nnd a endemics in the United States nro fcmnles.
Two- thinls of tho gmnd •ll'my which Lord
Brnughnrn wns proud to sec ou the march, armed
with primers, u.nd of which he justly nut.itipn!ed
such grnnd und glorious nnd progressive, though
peaceful triumphs, nrc Amazons; and, RingnlarJy enough, they have formed the \'an-guard. The
women lmve really been pioneCl'S in education, nml
Juwe been umong theenrlie.~t to penetrate t.hc new
fields, the opening Territories, und to invndc those
for hidden Htates of the l::lonth whe~·e education a
few ·enriJ ago was proscribed to certldn clnsscs
nnd t•olon'l, but where now tho school-teachers
fonn n mighty army of invasion and are pencofully ac.eomplishing a· mighty revolution. Our
}Jic!nre on the Jirst pngo will therefore apply, for
the lino;t time in our history, to all parts of the
countr·y; it is, in liwt, Rllntionnl design, and will
appeal to nn army of teuchers and a nution of
scholnr·s.
E\'ea·y "villugc school-mnrm," e'·cry district
teacher, hns n dunl cxi!'ltenee--;-tho liftl in and
tho life. out of school. She is suppo:-;cd to be an
tlpit.ome of nil knowledge, nnd n. com!tiuation of
'' whatsoerer things nm pnro, wlmtsocrm· !laings
me lovely, whl\tsoc\'cr thinbrs m·e of good report."
Iler com'm'sation is supposed to ben. sort of nb~
strnrt of all the wisdom of Holomon put into
])lain Engli:-;h I(H" pluin e,otmtry f(llks. No fmhjeet i11 considered too abstruse for her discussion,
nud none too tririnl to command her attention.
In the little world in whieh she moves she settles
nil ,·exC'.tl questions in cthks, mnthemlttics, gcog~
mph,\'• ete., nnd pet'hnps the next moment gives
laet· decision m1 to f.he shudu of a ribbon or the tit
of tt garment.. She write.~ tho business-letters of
the funner with whom 1:1he i11 tempornrily board~
ing, nnd is often expected nnd culled on to carry
on the lovo Cm'l'eslJUndcncc of the neighborhood,
fl'eiJiteutly writing on both Rides of tho storr,
nnd entering deeply into nil tho quarl'clll of' love1om couples. She rends the newspaper to th6
old fOlks, conducting nil tho literary afl'nirs of
tho family except the morning and e'•ening serv..
icc.
'l'HE

and every thing in "~tho city" as well ~ in the

Looks. Local habitation in the villuge shl:} has
not, but is "boarded round" among her pnttons,_
l•·adi1w 1tH migrutol'y :111 t':'\i~teuce w; thu birJ:; ut'
th\1 ai; nm\ the bcusts of the field, nnd is thercfoltl

looked

tl]Hlll 11>1

dw

fnrllli~~ht!,v IWWI']'il]l\'t',

and is apt tO giVe oft"ense if she dOes not take to
Iter newest home the news, nnd often the scundul,
of her last,
Her legitimate ~phere is tl1e school-room.
There she is pammount; there she reigus supreme, without a ri\'al, monarch of nll !>he sur'·cys. o,·er the miuds of the little ones she has
n wonde~·ful iuflttencc. 'l'hey regard her with
ltnJHZt'ml.lllt and awe, and pla<"C the most implicit
fuith in whut she snys. They cm1 not underBtand
how :1he ferrcta out every wi11l pmnk, discovers·
eve~·y !!hil'king of lessons, and sees through every
sluun; they only know that "playing sick" hi'
played out, and "peeping on'' is lost labor.
'l'hese nrc bright sides of the }'ictm·e. Let
no one suppos.e either position is a sinecure,
Only they know the strange isolution they enduro, the heart-siekening lonesomeness they feel,
surrounded by hundreds of friend!! hut not one of
theil' own condition ot' mind, not misunde1·stood
but nml}'JH'Cdnted. Let thotw who imagine this
IiJC in the school n plensant one try it; a.nd
when the novelty has wom (Jff, when each do.y
becomes n ronntel'}ntrt of tho })receding, wherl
the mistakes that WCI'C amusing nt first hnvc become monotonoul!, when the iuteregtingfaceshnve
lost theil' brightnesH iiiJlOringoym· books too deep
and wise for thch· little mind!!, when childt'en
tbnt nt first were ove!'nnxious to plcnse havo ·
with increased intimn(:y grown provokingly careless ami stupid, tlacy will be ready to admit that
thcso and iunnmerublo ot.her pet.ty annoyances
require a teach01· to possess her soul in patience.
'l'l\lk about ,Job's pntien<"e! Be never taught
school! True he endnretl u. severe ortlcal-loss
of fdends, destruction of property, treachery,
dismtse. We nerve onr:-:rh·c9 to endure great
son·ows i it ill tho lesser ills of life thut o,·erflow
tho cup of bittemm;s, nnd mmry of these ure
Cl'owded into each day's cxperieuce of' tho 11 District schoolmistress."
And 7et the life hns its joys ns well na its vexations i and our }lictunl will rccnll many little
pleasantries to many a tcncher'R mind. 'l'he }lie·~
ture ~peu.ks for itself. Tho tCfl(•lwr's fn<~e tell!!
of so much patience, firmnesH, m111 tm·cetness
thnt we know tho happy, eager {'hildren nrc in
good hands. That tall girl hi n eontrolling im}llllse ill the school, nnd hua nlrendy n womanly
nir. The long-hnircd lns~ic i:-~ It merry sprite
with laughing blue eyes nnd gohlcn hnir. Hhe
is full of fun, yet n good pupil, mH.l ev~dcnt~y a
.fiworito with her ten('her·, who:-;c hnntl JS rna:-;cd
ns if to give her a gemle udmoni!-!hing pat on the
shoulder. Tho round buby-fnco iu the centre
}Ins jw-1t finh;hcd itM Jin.;t dny lit school, while the
little fellow on the lcfL hus /\It erU'Jle!lt1 serious
face, us though he w~re rm·ol\"iu~ in his mind
JQDli DaUer gf grave lllllJOltance.
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A WARNI::-IG '1'0 YOU'l'H.

A.NxtoUII Monu.:a.-Good graciou,;, Arthur, l\'hat doeR this mean! ListOn to wlmt yuur
school Wn.oher t~nyH-(He!~th;)-" Arthur Violet, I am sorry to ·!:lay, diAplayR a perft•dion of villainy beyond bl!l yours. lli~; exi~mple h; t'en.rful, hi~ morals are 1:1hookiug. Hia perniciouH coun;e,
will, I {en.r, corrupt all with whotn Jw i:-~ fore(:(l into association. Hecnme Into ycsterdny, and totlay he WAAfiotected in devouring an apple t>mruptitioualy." Oh ~ Arthttr, what do you say to
thil! 1
AIJAN"Il'l;>."ED

•
l'llO}'LWATJil Youl\'11 Jh:rrL.,N--Nothing. Bul if you'll Jet me
t.:Jnchel' a bouquet cvory morning, she'll give me 1\ better report.
A~ll

t1~lw

my

Cartoons
l. Separate these examples of cartoons, poems and drawings into
social and political ideas.
2.

What message or idea does each one say?

3.

How are the ideas the same today?
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How are they different?

The Day of Reckoning
WI·:LL, ye're bark at last, I-Ii Newton,
From the I .cgislaturc, hey?
1\nd with all yer high-falutin'
\Vhat did we git fnrm it, say

1

Whcre's the railroad that we thought ye
\Vas a--goin' to put through
\Vhcn we promised to support ye(\Ve elected of ye, too).
\Vhcre's our rates in transportation,
And our new Primary School,
And our ('ourt llousc-thundl'ration!
Take the Cornns ti:r a t(lOI?
Think ·wl''rc runnin' institutions

Y l' can hreak yl'r promise to?
II ere, jl'st read 1 hcnt t-esolutions,
'-;howin' what we think o' you!

Poems and drawings are by J.B. Frost
from A Book of Drawin~s published by
P.F. Collier &Son, 1 04.

"Corners" means any local town.

Politics at the Comers
THEM fcllers up to Washington
That know the laws hy heart,
'F they would fiHJI the ('orncrs, Sllll,
'l'hcy'vc got to look right sntart .;
Fer every gol darn mail, hy gum,
TJ'hc Corners is a-watchin' um.
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